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Abstract

Computed tomography (CT), a medical imaging technique, offers a detailed view of the human body that can be used for direct inspection of the lung tissue. This allows for in vivo measurement of subtle disease patterns such as the patterns associated with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). COPD, also commonly referred to as “smokers’ lungs”, is a lung disease characterized by limitation of the airflow to and from the lungs causing shortness of breath. The disease is expected to rank as the fifth most burdening disease worldwide by 2020 according to the World Health Organization. COPD comprises two main components, chronic bronchitis, characterized by inflammation in the airways, and emphysema, characterized by loss of lung tissue. Emphysema basically looks like black blobs of varying sizes within the normal, gray lung tissue in CT, and can therefore be seen as a family of texture patterns. Commonly employed CT-based quantitative measures in the clinical literature are rather simplistic and do not take the texture appearance of the lung tissue into account. This includes measures such as the relative area (RA), also called emphysema index, that applies a fixed threshold to each individual lung voxel in the CT image and counts the number of voxels below the threshold relative to the total amount of lung voxels.

This thesis presents several methods for texture-based quantification of emphysema and/or COPD in CT images of the lungs. The methods rely on image processing and pattern recognition. The image processing part deals with characterizing the lung tissue texture using a suitable texture descriptor. Two types of descriptors are considered, the local binary pattern histogram and histograms of filter responses from a multi-scale Gaussian derivative filter bank. The pattern recognition part is used to turn the texture measures, measured in a CT image of the lungs, into a quantitative measure of disease. This is done by applying a classifier that is trained on a training set of data examples with known lung tissue patterns. Different classification systems are considered, and we will in particular use the pattern recognition concepts of supervised learning, multiple instance learning, and dissimilarity representation-based classification.

The proposed texture-based measures are applied to CT data from two different sources, one comprising low dose CT slices from subjects with manually annotated regions of emphysema and healthy tissue, and one comprising volumetric low dose CT images from subjects that are either healthy or suffer from COPD. Several experiments demonstrate that it is clearly beneficial to take the lung tissue texture into account when classifying or quantifying emphysema and/or COPD in CT. Compared to RA and other common clinical CT-based measures, the texture-based measures are better at discriminating between CT images from healthy and COPD subjects, they correlate better with the lung function of the subjects, they are more reproducible, and they are less influence by the inspiration level of the subject during CT scanning—a major source of variability in CT.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis presents several learning-based methods for quantitative analysis of emphysema and/or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) in computed tomography (CT) images of the lungs. The methods basically rely on pattern recognition techniques for classifying lung tissue as described using texture descriptors in order to arrive at a measure of disease. Learning-based refers to the fact that a classifier is trained on data represented by a suitable set of texture descriptors that is learned from data examples. The work is close to the field of computer-aided detection/diagnosis (CAD). Although, the definition of CAD varies.

The general picture seems to be that the role of CAD is to provide a tool that human experts can use to aid in arriving at a final diagnostic decision. However, it is still the human that has the final say. This view is reflected in several recent CAD review papers:

“With CAD, radiologists use the computer output as a “second opinion,” and radiologists make the final decisions.” [23]

“If successfully developed, CAD can be a useful second opinion to radiologists in thoracic CT interpretation.” [13]

“Radiologists were expected to ultimately use the output from computerized analysis of medical images as a “second opinion,” like a spellchecker, in detecting and characterizing lesions as well as in making diagnostic decisions.” [34]

When the application is diagnosis of individuals and false negatives have large consequences, e.g., missing a malignant lung nodule, CAD as a second opinion for a human expert is the way to go. However, when a whole population is studied for general trends, e.g., in epidemiology, a fully-automated approach is preferable. Further, since more and more data is being produced, both in daily clinical practice and in screening trials, and there is a need for analyzing all this data, fully-automated approaches become increasingly important.
1.1 Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD)

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is an umbrella term covering several diseases. A general definition is quoted below:

“Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is characterized by the progressive development of airflow limitation that is not fully reversible. The term COPD encompasses chronic obstructive bronchitis, with obstruction of small airways, and emphysema, with enlargement of air spaces and destruction of lung parenchyma, loss of lung elasticity, and closure of small airways.” [7]

The relative contribution of the two main components, emphysema and chronic bronchitis, vary from person to person [7], and there is a complex interrelationship among these components that results in the progressive reduction in expiratory airflow [73]. COPD is a major public health problem. It is the fourth leading cause of morbidity and mortality in the United States alone, and is predicted to rise from its ranking in 2000 as the 12th most prevalent disease worldwide to the 5th, and from the 6th most common cause of death to the 3rd by 2020 [7,77]. The dramatic increase in COPD is amongst others because of reduced mortality from other causes, such as cardiovascular diseases, and a marked increase in cigarette smoking [7].

Tobacco smoking is the most important and well-studied risk factor in developing COPD [7,40,52,73,77]. Although, other less-studied factors, such as genes and indoor and outdoor air pollution, also play a role [7,77]. A recent study showed that after 25 years of smoking, at least 25% of smokers without initial disease had clinically significant COPD and 30 – 40% had any type of COPD [52]. The current gold standard for measuring the airflow limitation associated with COPD is by means of
Table 1.1: Spirometric classification of COPD severity [77]. If the condition \( \text{FEV}_1 / \text{FVC} < 0.7 \) holds, the subject is diagnosed with COPD, and the severity is determined according to the conditions given in the table, otherwise the classification is no COPD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOLD stage</th>
<th>condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>stage I (mild)</td>
<td>( \text{FEV}_1 %\text{pred} \geq 80% )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stage II (moderate)</td>
<td>( 50% \leq \text{FEV}_1 %\text{pred} &lt; 80% )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stage III (severe)</td>
<td>( 30% \leq \text{FEV}_1 %\text{pred} &lt; 50% )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stage IV (very severe)</td>
<td>( \text{FEV}_1 %\text{pred} &lt; 30% )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

spirometry [73,77], the most common pulmonary function test (PFT), and the Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease (GOLD) [77] has defined the so-called GOLD stages; a simple spirometric classification of COPD severity into four stages. This is the objective ground truth that is used in this thesis. The subject breathes into a mouthpiece that is connected to an instrument called a spirometer, and specific measurements are taken during this procedure. Measures important for the diagnosis of COPD are: the forced vital capacity (FVC), defined as the volume of air, measured in liters, that one can forcibly blow out after full inspiration; and forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV\(_1\)), defined as the maximum volume of air, measured in liters, that one can forcibly blow out in the first second during the FVC manoeuvre. The diagnosis according to the GOLD stages is listed in Table 1.1. The condition \( \text{FEV}_1 / \text{FVC} < 0.7 \) confirms the presence of airflow limitation, and thereby COPD, since the subject is able to exhale less than 30% of the total capacity during the first second of exhalation. The severity is determined according to how much air is actually exhaled during the first second, as measured by \( \text{FEV}_1 \) corrected according to reference values based on age, height, sex, and race. This value is termed \( \text{FEV}_1 \%\text{pred} \) in this thesis.

Unfortunately, PFTs are insensitive to early stages of COPD, approximately 30% of the lung must be destroyed by emphysema before being detectable by PFTs [40], for example. CT, an X-ray-based digital imaging modality capable of visualizing the inside of the human body, has emerged as an alternative method that can facilitate direct, in vivo measurement of the components of COPD. The values in a CT image, called Hounsfield units (HU), are measures of the radiation attenuation coefficient of the tissue displayed with respect to the radiation attenuation coefficient of water. Two points are fixed on the HU scale, water is defined as 0 HU and air as -1000 HU, and the HUs in a CT image can therefore be directly related to the density of the displayed tissue, provided that the scanner is calibrated properly.

Emphysema lesions are visible in CT images as areas of abnormally low attenuation values close to that of air, i.e., black “blobs” within the gray lung tissue. In CT, emphysema can be classified into three subtypes, or patterns, and we will adopt the naming and definitions used in Webb \textit{et al.} [108]. These subtypes are the following: centrilobular emphysema (CLE), defined as multiple small low-attenuation areas; paraseptal emphysema (PSE), defined as multiple low-attenuation areas in a single
Chapter 1

Figure 1.1: Examples of emphysema patterns of varying severity. The examples are from CT slices where the leading emphysema pattern was determined by consensus of an experienced chest radiologist and a CT experienced pulmonologist. All examples are shown with the recommended window setting of -700/1000 HU [108], where the two values are: [the center of the window]/[the width of the window]. White pixels are densities above 200 HU, including the exterior of the lung, the vessels, and the airway walls. Black is missing lung tissue due to emphysema, except for the top-right part of (a) which is part of the trachea, and the top-right part (g) and (h) which is outside the body. Gray is lung tissue.

layer along the pleura often surrounded by interlobular septa that is visible as thin white walls; and panlobular emphysema (PLE), defined as a low-attenuation lung with fewer and smaller pulmonary vessels. CLE and PSE mostly appear in smokers, whereas PLE is associated with a genetic disease [83]. We will therefore mainly encounter CLE and PSE since the CT images used in this thesis are from current or former smokers that do not suffer from the aforementioned genetic disease. Examples of CLE and PSE are shown in Figure 1.1. The pathological changes in chronic bronchitis include obstruction of the small airways due to inflammation and fibrosis [83]. The airways are generally visible in CT as bright “tubes” of a certain thickness, the airway walls, with a dark interior, the lumen. Inflammation and fibrosis causes the airway walls to become thicker. Examples of normal airways and airways with suspected chronic bronchitis are marked in green in Figure 1.2. The marked airways are perpendicular to the image plane.

Visual and computerized assessment in CT images has emerged as an alternative to PFTs that directly can measure the two components of COPD. However, it is difficult to visually assess disease severity and progression. A human is good at recognizing and distinguishing texture patterns, but poor at precisely determining the fraction of the lung that is represented by a particular texture pattern. Moreover, visual assessment is subjective, time-consuming, and suffers from intra-observer
Introduction

(a) No inflammation
(b) No inflammation
(c) Inflammation
(d) Inflammation

Figure 1.2: CT slices with examples of no inflammation/inflammation in the airways marked in green. The airway can be seen as a black spot, the lumen, surrounded by a white wall, the airway wall. The inflammation is visible as thick airway walls and, as a consequence of this, a narrowed airway.

(a) Original axial CT slice
(b) RA_{950} (shown in black)
(c) RA_{910} (shown in black)

Figure 1.3: An axial slice from a subject in the DLCST database with severe COPD according to spirometry: FEV\textsubscript{1}/FVC = 0.37 and FEV\textsubscript{1}%pred = 0.32. Also the extent of emphysema is vast according to RA, 51.3% with a threshold of −950 HU. Note that RA counts all that is shown in black in (b) and (c) except for the trachea that is visible as a black region in between the two lungs.

...and inter-observer variability [6, 58]. Computerized assessment does not suffer from these limitations, and the sensitivity to emphysema and/or COPD, as well as the reproducibility, of lung density parameters computed from CT images are superior to PFTs [83]. A widely used density parameter computed from CT is the relative area of emphysema (RA), also referred to as emphysema index [83]. RA is basically a thresholding technique. The lung tissue is thresholded according to a certain HU threshold close to -1000 HU, i.e., close to the density of air, and the area of voxels below the threshold relative to the total amount of lung tissue voxels is reported. An example axial CT slice from a subject with severe COPD is shown in Figure 1.3 together with thresholded versions of the slice obtained by applying thresholds of -910 and -950 HU, respectively. Clearly, RA disregards a lot of the information that is available in CT. For example, by summarizing the entire distribution of attenuation values within the lungs by a single measure, the percentage of voxels below the HU threshold, but also by restricting the analysis to a single threshold and by considering the intensity in each voxel independently. The aim of this thesis is to develop CT-based measures of COPD that take more information into account, thereby improving upon the existing simple lung density measures such as RA.
Two sources of data are used in this thesis. The first source is a data set from an exploratory study carried out at the Department of Respiratory Medicine at Gentofte University Hospital Denmark comprising low dose CT slices obtained at the upper, middle, and lower part of the lungs from 40 subjects (20 with moderate to severe COPD according to PFTs, 10 asymptomatic smokers, and 10 healthy non-smoking volunteers) [84]. The second source is the Danish Lung Cancer Screening Trial (DLCST) [67], a screening trial where more than 2000 former and current smokers with a smoking history of more than 20 pack years\(^1\) were scanned annually for five consecutive years. These are low dose three-dimensional CT images that consist of a stack of approximately 400 CT slices each. An example of a CT image from the DLCST database is shown in Figure 1.4. The three planes shown are the commonly used views, and they consist of the conventional axial plane, which is also the plane use in the data set from [84], and the two orthogonal planes to the axial plane.

1.2 Pattern recognition, and image processing, for analysis of lung disease

A text book example [24] of how the structure of many systems for pattern recognition can be viewed is provided in the following. From input data, a decision is made by propagating the input through the following steps in the order given:

- **Sensing** images or sounds or other physical input is converted into signal data.
- **Segmentation** sensed objects are isolated from the background or from other objects.
- **Feature extraction** object properties useful for classification are measured.
- **Classification** the features are used to assign the sensed objects to a category.
- **Post-processing** other considerations can be taken into account, such as the context.

The methods presented in this thesis are roughly related to this organization in the following way: from a CT image, or CT slices (sensing, the images are viewed as the signal acquired from the subjects by CT scanning), the lung fields are segmented (segmentation) and regions of interest within the lung fields are characterized using texture descriptors (feature extraction) that are fed to a classifier that outputs a probability of disease for the entire CT image (classification). No post-processing is performed, but this could be incorporating other information, e.g., available risk factors such as smoking status.

A central aspect of pattern recognition is the object representation. The classical approach is to measure certain features from the objects, this is essentially the feature extraction step described above, and to represent the objects as feature vectors, or points, in feature vector space where each dimension corresponds to one of the

\(^1\)A pack year is defined as smoking 20 cigarettes a day for one year.
Figure 1.4: An example CT image from the DLCST database. The three views are: (a) axial, (b) coronal, and (c) sagittal view. (d) A three-dimensional rendering of the three body planes.
features measured [24, 43]. Classifiers are then applied in this representation. In this approach, finding good features is important. Alternatively, one can base the classification on direct comparisons between objects. The \( k \)th nearest neighbor (kNN) rule is an example of a classifier that can work directly on object comparisons [24, 43]. However, vector space methods can also be applied to classify objects based on object comparisons. This can be done using a distance representation of the objects, also called the dissimilarity representation approach to pattern recognition [25, 68]. Here, a feature vector space is obtained from the pair-wise object comparisons, or dissimilarities. In this approach, finding a good object dissimilarity measure is important. This thesis takes the second approach to representation. The objects considered are either ROIs or complete CT images, and the dissimilarity between two objects of either type is based on comparing texture. In the case of ROIs, this is simply the textural dissimilarity between the two ROIs being compared. For CT images, textural dissimilarities between ROIs from the two images being compared are combined into an overall CT image dissimilarity.

There exist no generally agreed upon definition of what texture is, and attempts at definitions in the literature often depend on the particular application at hand [99]. We will not attempt to provide a definition of texture. However, when referring to texture in this thesis, we loosely mean: a distribution of measure(s) of local structure, as measured in a local region. In the extreme case, the measure is the voxel values, and we simply have the histogram of intensity values estimated in a ROI. We would like to highlight one textbook definition, however:

*What is texture? Texture is the variation of data at scales smaller than the scales of interest.* [72]

In the context of analyzing COPD in CT images of lungs by characterizing the lung tissue texture, structures such as the lungs, the lobes, or the pulmonary segments could be seen as the scale of interest. However, since milder stages of emphysema are localized [108], we assume ROIs within the lungs of size smaller than the pulmonary segments to be the scale of interest. The data variation within these ROIs, such as black blobs of varying sizes, is considered as texture.

### 1.3 Outline of this thesis

The main content of this thesis is presented in five chapters. Chapter 2 presents a trainable texture-based measure for emphysema quantification in CT slices that is trained on manually annotated ROI examples. Chapter 3 extends this to COPD quantification in volumetric CT images and to using PFTs as labels, thereby completely avoiding human input in the training phase. Chapter 4 investigates ROI classification by applying a classifier in a dissimilarity representation of the ROIs, instead of using a kNN classifier to classify ROIs based on textural dissimilarity, as is done in Chapters 2 and 3. A method for classifying sets of objects based on set dissimilarities is presented in Chapter 5, and the same method is applied to classify volumetric CT images in Chapter 6. Here, the classification is based on a CT image dissimilarity.
measure that uses the textural dissimilarity between ROIs within the images being compared. The last chapter, Chapter 7, summarizes the thesis and provides a general discussion of the thesis content. Please refer to this chapter for the full summary of the five main chapters, i.e., Chapters 2 to 6.

1.4 Main contributions

The main contributions of this thesis are:

1. Application of local binary patterns (LBPs), a state-of-the-art texture descriptor, to abnormal lung tissue classification, more specifically emphysema classification (Chapter 2).

2. Classification of abnormal lung tissue using full filter response histograms. This is in contrast to using measures computed from the histograms, which is the general trend in texture-based lung tissue classification (Chapters 2, 3, and 6).

3. Texture-based quantitative measures of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) using a classifier that is trained on computed tomography (CT) image regions of interest (ROIs) labeled according to the lung function of the subjects. Hereby, manual annotation is completely avoided (Chapters 3 and 6).

4. Conducting the, to our knowledge, largest study of texture-based quantification of COPD in CT images to this date (Chapters 3 and 6).

5. Exploration of dissimilarity approaches for emphysema texture classification, both using a $k$ nearest neighbor ($k$NN) classifier and in a dissimilarity representation approach (Chapter 4).

6. Dissimilarity-based multiple instance learning (MIL). A novel algorithm for solving the MIL problem is proposed (Chapter 5).

7. Classifying CT images directly based on image dissimilarity (Chapter 6).
Chapter 2

Emphysema Quantification Using Texture

This chapter is based on the manuscript “Quantitative Analysis of Pulmonary Emphysema Using Local Binary Patterns,” by L. Sørensen, S. B. Shaker, and M. de Bruijne, published in *IEEE Transactions on Medical Imaging*, vol. 29, no. 2, pp. 559–569, 2010.

**Abstract**  
We aim at improving quantitative measures of emphysema in computed tomography (CT) images of the lungs. Current standard measures, such as the relative area of emphysema (RA), rely on a single intensity threshold on individual pixels, thus ignoring any interrelations between pixels. Texture analysis allows for a much richer representation that also takes the local structure around pixels into account.

This chapter presents a texture classification based system for emphysema quantification in CT images. Measures of emphysema severity are obtained by fusing pixel posterior probabilities output by a classifier. Local binary patterns (LBP) are used as texture features, and joint LBP and intensity histograms are used for characterizing regions of interest (ROI)s. Classification is then performed using a $k$ nearest neighbor classifier with a histogram dissimilarity measure as distance.

A 95.2\% classification accuracy was achieved on a set of 168 manually annotated ROIs comprising the three classes: normal tissue, centrilobular emphysema, and paraseptal emphysema. The measured emphysema severity was in good agreement with a pulmonary function test (PFT) achieving correlation coefficients of up to $|r| = 0.79$ in 39 subjects. The results were compared to RA and to a Gaussian filter bank, and the texture based measures correlated significantly better with PFT than RA did.
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2.1 Introduction

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is a growing health problem worldwide. In the United States alone, it is the fourth leading cause of morbidity and mortality, and it is estimated to become the fifth most burdening disease worldwide by 2020 [77]. COPD is a chronic lung disease characterized by limitation of airflow. It comprises two components: small airway disease and emphysema, which is characterized by gradual loss of lung tissue. Detection and quantification of emphysema is important, since it is thought to be the main cause of shortness of breath and disability in COPD.

The primary diagnostic tool for COPD is spirometry by which various pulmonary function tests (PFTs) are performed [77]. However, PFTs have a low sensitivity to emphysema and are not capable of detecting early stages of COPD [39]. Another diagnostic tool that is gaining more and more attention is computed tomography (CT) imaging. CT is a sensitive method for diagnosing emphysema, assessing its severity, and determining its subtype, and both visual and quantitative CT assessment are closely correlated with the pathological extent of emphysema [58].

In this chapter, we focus on the assessment of emphysema in CT images. Emphysema lesions, or bullae, are visible in CT images as areas of abnormally low attenuation values close to that of air. In CT, emphysema can be classified into three subtypes, or patterns, and we will adopt the naming and definitions used in Webb et al. [108]. These subtypes are the following: centrilobular emphysema (CLE), defined as multiple small low-attenuation areas; paraseptal emphysema (PSE), defined as multiple low-attenuation areas in a single layer along the pleura often surrounded by interlobular septa that is visible as thin white walls; and panlobular emphysema (PLE), defined as a low-attenuation lung with fewer and smaller pulmonary vessels. Examples of CLE and PSE, as well as normal tissue (NT), are shown in Fig. 2.1.

Common computerized approaches to emphysema quantification in CT are based on the histogram of CT attenuation values, and different quantitative measures of the degree of emphysema can be derived from this histogram. The most common measure is the relative area of emphysema (RA), also referred to as emphysema index or density mask [58], which measures the relative amount of lung parenchyma pixels that have attenuation values below a certain threshold. Usually, thresholds in the range $-856$ to $-960$ Hounsfield units (HU) are used. Measures based on the attenuation histogram disregard the information present in the morphology of the emphysema subtypes such as shape and size distribution of bullae. This was exemplified in a recent clinical study that reported discrepancies between visual scoring and RA for assessing the craniocaudal distribution of the three emphysema subtypes [94].

One way to objectively characterize the emphysema morphology is to describe the local image structure using texture analysis techniques [57, 99]. Uppaluri et al. introduced the idea of classifying emphysema in lung CT images using texture features [103]. Several authors followed this idea and classified regions of interest (ROI) of various lung disease patterns using different texture features, mostly measures on gray-level co-occurrence matrices (GLCM), gray-level run-length matrices (GLRLM),
and on the attenuation histogram, and different classifiers [12, 19, 31, 65, 74, 75, 85, 87, 102, 111]. Other examples of texture features used in the lung tissue classification literature are: the gray-level difference method [74, 75]; discrete wavelet frame decomposition using third order B-splines [19]; convolving with partial derivatives of the Gaussian and the Laplacian of the Gaussian [85, 87]; gradient magnitude [65]; and fractal dimension [102, 103, 111]. In some cases, shape, or geometric, measures are also included in conjunction with the texture features [31, 65, 85]. Most works use a mix of rotation invariant and rotation variant texture features, whereas the texture features used in this chapter are solely rotation invariant.

Most of the work on lung texture classification have one or several explicit emphysema classes [12, 19, 31, 65, 74, 75, 102, 103, 111]. Multiple emphysema classes are defined by sub-dividing according to disease severity [65, 111] or emphysema morphology [12, 74, 75]. Chabat et al. discriminate between CLE and PLE [12] whereas Prasad et al. distinguish between different stages of emphysema, ranging from diffuse to bullous emphysema [74, 75]. The work described in this chapter has two emphysema classes defined based on morphology, namely CLE and PSE. PLE is not considered since only 2 out of 39 subjects had PLE as leading pattern in the data used in the experiments. The data comes from a population of (ex-)smokers, and PLE is known to be more prevalent in subjects with α₁-antitrypsin deficiency than in subjects with smoking-related COPD [39].

A trained classifier can be used for quantification by classifying all pixels in the lung field. In [31, 65, 74, 75, 85, 102, 111] the full lung is classified either by labeling complete ROIs [85, 102, 111] or by labeling individual pixels [31, 65, 74, 75]. Xu et al. report the percentage of different disease patterns present in a few subjects, but these quantitative measures are not evaluated further [111]. Park et al. quantify emphysema by a weighted sum of relative emphysema class areas [65], and it is to our knowledge the only emphysema based quantitative study on a group of subjects in the lung CT texture analysis literature.

This chapter proposes two new ideas in the area of lung texture analysis in CT images. The specific application is emphysema quantification, but the ideas are also applicable to other lung disease patterns.

The first idea is to use local binary patterns (LBP) originally formulated by Ojala et al. [61] as lung texture features. LBP unify structural and statistical information by a histogram of LBP codes that correspond to micro-structures in the image at different scales. LBP have shown promising results in various applications in computer vision and have successfully been applied in a small number of other medical image analysis tasks, e.g., in mammographic mass detection [62] and magnetic resonance image analysis of the brain [101]. In [92], we showed that histogram dissimilarity measures between LBP feature histograms in a k nearest neighbor (kNN) classifier [43] can discriminate between emphysematous and normal tissue.

The second idea is to fuse the posterior probabilities obtained from a classification of all pixels in the lung field into quantitative measures of emphysema severity. Texture based classification allows for quantification of different emphysema subtypes, which may be important in phenotyping emphysema for increased understanding of
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Figure 2.1: Examples of different lung tissue patterns in CT shown with the window setting $-600/1500$ HU [108]. (a) Normal tissue (NT). (b) Centrilobular emphysema (CLE). (c) Paraseptal emphysema (PSE). The white area in the left part of image (c) is the exterior of the lung.

COPD. Further, texture features may be less influenced by inspiration level and noise compared to, e.g., RA, which uses intensity in single pixels. In [91], we showed that this approach agrees well with the outcome of PFTs, achieving a significant correlation. Two fusion schemes are considered in this chapter; mean class posterior (MCP) and relative class area (RCA). The second fusion scheme, RCA, is related to the fusion scheme in [65] that uses a weighted sum of relative class areas. The difference is that we consider each relative class area individually.

The proposed system is evaluated in two ways; ROI classification and emphysema quantification on subject level. A data set comprising 2D high resolution CT (HRCT) slices with manually annotated ROIs is used for these purposes. The LBP features are compared to two other sets of features, one based on a Gaussian filter bank (GFB) and one comprising measures on GLCM, GLRLM, and the attenuation histogram.

2.2 Methods

The proposed system for emphysema quantification relies on texture classification in local ROIs in the CT images. Three types of texture features are considered, LBP, GFB, and a set of features based on GLCM, GLRLM, and the attenuation histogram. Section 2.2.1 describes LBP, and Section 2.2.2 describes GFB. Measures on GLCM and GLRLM are the most commonly used features in lung texture classification, and they are therefore not described in detail here. We refer to [41, 57] for a detailed description and to [12, 65, 74, 75, 103] for examples of applications. Section 2.2.3 describes how the texture in the ROIs is characterized by computing distributions of features, or feature histograms, and Section 2.2.4 presents a combined measure of histogram dissimilarity between the feature histograms, used to discriminate ROIs with a kNN classifier. Finally, Section 2.2.5 describes how emphysema is quantified in the CT images by fusing pixel posterior probabilities output by a kNN classifier.
Figure 2.2: Illustration of LBP. (a) The filter is defined by two parameters: the circle radius \( R \) and the number of samples \( P \) on the circle. (b) Local structure is measured w.r.t. a given pixel by placing the center of the circle in the position of that pixel. (c) The samples on the circle are binarized by thresholding with the intensity in the center pixel as threshold value. Black is zero and white is one. The example image shown in (b) has an LBP code of 124. (d) Rotating the example image in (b) ninety degrees clock-wise reduces the LBP code to 31 which is the smallest possible code for this binary pattern. This principle is used to achieve rotation invariance.

2.2.1 Local binary patterns

LBP were originally proposed by Ojala et al. as a gray-scale invariant measure for characterizing local structure in a \( 3 \times 3 \) pixel neighborhood [60]. Later, a more general formulation was proposed that further allowed for multi-resolution analysis and rotation invariance [61]. We use the formulation given in [61]. The LBP are obtained by thresholding samples in a local neighborhood with respect to the center pixel intensity and is given by

\[
LBP(x; R, P) = \sum_{p=0}^{P-1} H(I(x_p) - I(x))2^p
\]  

(2.1)

where \( I \) is an image, \( x \) is the center pixel, \( x_p = [-R \sin(2\pi p/P), R \cos(2\pi p/P)]^T + x \) are \( P \) local samples taken at a radius \( R \) around \( x \), and \( H(\cdot) \) is the Heaviside function. As long as the relative ordering among the gray-scale values in the samples does not change, the output of (2.1) stays the same; hence, LBP are invariant to any monotonic gray-scale transformation. The application of the LBP filter is illustrated in Fig. 2.2. Note that, by choosing a fixed sample position on the circle as the “leading bit”, in this case the right-most sample, the thresholded samples can be interpreted as bits, and a \( P \) bit binary number can be computed.

LBP measure the local structure by assigning unique identifiers, the binary number, to various micro-structures in the image. Thus, LBP capture many structures in one unified framework. In the example in Fig. 2.2(b), the local structure is a vertical edge with a leftward intensity gradient. Other micro-structures are assigned different

trained on a small set of ROIs.
LBP codes, e.g., corners and spots as illustrated in Fig. 2.3. By varying the radius $R$ and the number of samples $P$, the structures are measured at different scales, and LBP allows for measuring large scale structures without smoothing effects, as is, e.g., the case for Gaussian based filters. We expect emphysematous tissue to contain more edges and homogeneous dark areas compared to normal, healthy tissue. Further, the micro-structures are expected to exist at different scales and frequencies according to the severity of the disease state.

Rotation invariant LBP are achieved by “rotating the circle” until the lowest possible binary number is found

$$LBP_{ri}(x; R, P) = \min_{i}(ROR(LBP(x; R, P), i))$$

(2.2)

for $i = 0, \ldots, P - 1$. $ROR(b, i)$ performs $i$ circular bit-wise right shifts on the $P$-bit binary number $b$. When using (2.2), the horizontal edge and the vertical edge in Fig. 2.3 are assigned the same LBP code, namely 31. We will use the LBP formulation in (2.2) in all experiments.

### 2.2.2 Gaussian filter bank

The second type of texture features are computed using a rotation invariant GFB and are based on convolving the image with the Gaussian function

$$G(x; \sigma) = \frac{1}{2\pi\sigma^2} \exp \left( -\frac{||x||^2}{2\sigma^2} \right)$$

(2.3)

where $\sigma$ is the standard deviation, or scale.

Sluimer et al. used a similar GFB comprising both rotation variant and invariant filters [85,87]. Since rotation invariant LBP are used in this chapter, the GFB we compare with consists of the rotation invariant filters from [85,87]; Gaussian and Laplacian of the Gaussian, augmented with two more rotation invariant filters; gradient magnitude, which is also used on the original data in [65], and Gaussian curvature.
Letting $L_x$ and $L_y$ denote the first order derivatives of the convolved image $L = I * G(x; \sigma)$, and $L_{xx}$, $L_{yy}$ and $L_{xy}$ denote the second order derivatives, the four base filters in the GFB are as follows: the Gaussian function (2.3) itself, the Laplacian of the Gaussian

$$\nabla^2 G(x; \sigma) = L_{xx} + L_{yy},$$

(2.4)

gradient magnitude

$$||\nabla G(x; \sigma)||_2 = \sqrt{L_x^2 + L_y^2},$$

(2.5)

and Gaussian curvature

$$K(x; \sigma) = L_{xx}L_{yy} - L_{xy}^2.$$ (2.6)

### 2.2.3 Feature histograms

Based on the feature values in an ROI, obtained either by computing rotation invariant LBP (2.2) in all pixels in the ROI or by applying one of the GFB filters (2.3), (2.4), (2.5), or (2.6), a feature histogram, $f(ROI)$, is computed.

For LBP, the computed LBP codes are directly accumulated into a histogram with the number of bins determined by the number of samples $P$. In the case of GFB, we employ an adaptive binning principle similar to that of [60]; the total feature distribution across all ROIs in the training set is made approximately uniform. Consequently, densely populated areas in feature space are quantized with a high resolution while sparse areas are quantized with a low resolution. The number of bins is set to $\left\lfloor \frac{3\sqrt{N_p}}{2} \right\rfloor$, where $N_p$ is the number of pixels in the ROI.

As noted previously, LBP are invariant to any monotonic gray-scale transformation of the image. This is, however, not always desirable when dealing with CT images, where values are measurements of a physical property of the tissue displayed [87]. Therefore, we include intensity information in the feature histogram by forming the joint histogram between the LBP codes and the intensities in the center pixels. The intensities are binned using the same adaptive principle as used for the GFB filter values [60].

Examples of feature histograms computed from the three different ROIs in Fig. 2.1 are shown in Fig. 2.4. Only few bins contain the mass in the LBP histograms, and these bins correspond to different micro-structures such as edges, corners, and spots, as indicated with arrows in Fig. 2.4(d). One of the discriminating bins when comparing the NT ROI to the CLE ROI is the edge bin as expected, see Fig. 2.4(d) and Fig. 2.4(e). The joint LBP and intensity histogram captures information about at which intensities the different micro-structures reside, thus improving discrimination of the NT ROI from the CLE ROI when, e.g., looking at the edge bin in Fig. 2.4(a) and Fig. 2.4(b).

### 2.2.4 Classifier

The feature histograms are used to classify ROIs or center pixels of ROIs. For this purpose, we use the $k$NN classifier [43] with the distance between two ROIs being
Figure 2.4: Examples of feature histograms. (a, d, g, j) Are computed from the NT ROI in Fig. 2.1(a), (b, e, h, k) from the CLE ROI in Fig. 2.1(b), and (c, f, i, l) from the PSE ROI in Fig. 2.1(c). (a-c) Joint LBP and intensity histograms for $R = 1$ and $P = 8$. (d-f) LBP histograms for $R = 1$ and $P = 8$. (g-i) Gaussian function filter response histograms for $\sigma = 0.5$. (j-l) Gradient magnitude filter response histograms for $\sigma = 1$. 
a combined histogram dissimilarity between feature histograms. $k$NN is the natural classifier of choice when working in a distance representation of objects, and it is also the classifier employed in the LBP literature [60, 61]. Further, $k$NN is a non-parametric classifier and therefore able to handle multi-modal class distributions in feature space, which might be the case in lung texture classification. For example, an emphysema class containing samples from different disease stages might contain patterns of varying bullae sizes and varying number of edges, giving rise to a multi-modal class distribution.

Each ROI is represented by a set of feature histograms. When using LBP, the set comprises feature histograms that are measured with different radii for multi-scale analysis. When using GFB, the set comprises feature histograms measured with different filters at different scales. Dissimilarities between ROIs are expressed as dissimilarities between feature histogram sets

$$D_{set}(\text{ROI}_j, \text{ROI}_k) = \sum_{i=1}^{N_f} D(f_i(\text{ROI}_j), f_i(\text{ROI}_k))$$

where $N_f$ is the number of histograms, $D(\cdot, \cdot)$ is a histogram dissimilarity measure, and $f_i(\cdot)$ are individual feature histograms. In this chapter, we use negated histogram intersection [95] as histogram dissimilarity measure

$$D(H, K) = -\sum_{i=1}^{N_b} \min(H_i, K_i)$$

where $H$ and $K$ are histograms each with $N_b$ bins. In this chapter, all feature histograms are normalized to sum to one, thus $D(\cdot, \cdot) \in [-1, 0]$.

We use a posterior probability estimator for the $k$NN classifier that includes distances to prototypes in the estimation. A principle similar to [27] is employed; the estimation is based on the distance to the $n$'th nearest prototype of each class where $n$ is the number of prototypes of the majority class within the $k$ nearest neighbors of $x$. The posterior probability of class $\omega_i$ given pixel $x$ is therefore given by

$$P(\omega_i | x) = \frac{|D_{set}(\text{ROI}(x), \text{ROI}_i^{\omega_i})|}{\sum_{j=1}^{N_c} |D_{set}(\text{ROI}(x), \text{ROI}_j^{\omega_j})|}$$

where $N_c$ is the number of classes, $\text{ROI}_i^{\omega_i}$ is the $n$'th nearest prototype of class $\omega_i$, and $\text{ROI}(x)$ is the ROI centered on $x$.

### 2.2.5 Emphysema quantification

Prior to classification of the lung field, the lung parenchyma pixels are segmented in the HRCT slice using a combination of thresholding and connected component analysis. Manual editing was needed afterwards in one third of the cases and required simple outlining of a few of the larger airways. In principle, automated methods such as [42, 54] could be used here instead. We denote the obtained segmentation $S$. Each
segmented lung parenchyma pixel is classified by classifying the ROI centered on the pixel.

It should be noted that pixels that are not part of the lung segmentation $S$ are not classified, but they can still contribute to the classification. For example, part of the exterior of the lung is in the local neighborhood when classifying a pixel at the border of the lung. In this way, all potentially relevant structural information is incorporated, such as proximity to the border of the lung or to the large vessels and airways.

The pixel probabilities are fused to obtain one measure for the complete lung field that can be used for emphysema quantification. There are several ways of doing this, e.g., averaging, voting, or the maximum rule [55]. In this chapter, we evaluate averaging of soft and hard classification results. The considered quantitative measures for emphysema are the mean class posterior ($\text{MCP}_{\omega_i}$) and the relative class area ($\text{RCA}_{\omega_i}$). $\text{MCP}_{\omega_i}$ is given by

\[ \text{MCP}_{\omega_i} = \frac{1}{|S|} \sum_{x_j \in S} P(\omega_i | x_j) \]  

where $|S|$ is the number of lung parenchyma pixels in segmentation $S$ and $P(\omega_i | x_j)$ is obtained using (2.7). $\text{RCA}_{\omega_i}$ is given by

\[ \text{RCA}_{\omega_i} = \frac{1}{|S|} \sum_{x_j \in S} \delta(\arg \max_c P(\omega_c | x_j) - i) \]  

where $\delta(\cdot)$ denotes the Kronecker delta function.

### 2.3 Experiments and results

#### 2.3.1 Data

The data comes from an exploratory study carried out at the Department of Respiratory Medicine, Gentofte University Hospital [84] and consist of CT images of the thorax acquired using General Electric equipment (LightSpeed QX/i; GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI, USA) with four detector rows. A total of 117 HRCT slices were acquired by scanning 39 subjects in the upper, middle, and lower lung. The CT scanning was performed using the following parameters: in-plane resolution $0.78 \times 0.78$ mm, 1.25 mm slice thickness, tube voltage 140 kV, and tube current 200 mAs. The slices were reconstructed using a high spatial resolution (bone) algorithm.

Prior to CT imaging, the subjects underwent PFTs, and both the forced vital capacity (FVC) and the forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV$_1$) were measured [76]. FEV$_1$ is adjusted for age, sex, and height by dividing with a predicted value according to these three parameters, thereby obtaining FEV$_1$%pred.

The 39 subjects were divided into three groups: 9 healthy lifelong non-smokers (referred to as never-smokers), 10 smokers without COPD (referred to as healthy....
Table 2.1: Group characteristics reported as mean values, with standard deviation in parentheses and range in square brackets. n is the number of subjects in a group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>FEV$_1$</th>
<th>FEV$_1$%pred</th>
<th>FEV$_1$/FVC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Never-smokers</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smokers</td>
<td>(9)</td>
<td>(0.77)</td>
<td>(9)</td>
<td>(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n = 9</td>
<td>[47-73]</td>
<td>[2.02-4.08]</td>
<td>[93-121]</td>
<td>[76-89]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthy smokers</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smokers</td>
<td>(10)</td>
<td>(0.47)</td>
<td>(8)</td>
<td>(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n = 10</td>
<td>[47-73]</td>
<td>[1.95-3.60]</td>
<td>[85-113]</td>
<td>[68-78]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPD smokers</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smokers</td>
<td>(8)</td>
<td>(0.57)</td>
<td>(12)</td>
<td>(7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n = 20</td>
<td>[49-80]</td>
<td>[0.94-2.73]</td>
<td>[37-76]</td>
<td>[42-67]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

smokers), and 20 smokers diagnosed with moderate or severe COPD (referred to as COPD smokers). The COPD diagnosis was based on the recorded PFTs and done according to the Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease criteria [77] as follows: no COPD, defined as FEV$_1$/FVC $\geq$ 0.7 and FEV$_1$%pred $\geq$ 80%; moderate to severe COPD, defined as FEV$_1$/FVC $<$ 0.7 and 30% $\leq$ FEV$_1$%pred $<$ 80%. Of the 39 subjects, 19 were women and 20 were men. Table 2.1 summarizes the characteristics of the three groups.

An experienced chest radiologist and a CT experienced pulmonologist each assessed the leading pattern, either NT, CLE, PSE, or PLE, in each of the 117 slices. Overall, the observers agreed in 53% of the slices, and they agreed on the emphysema class in 60% of slices where both decided on an emphysema pattern.

168 non-overlapping ROIs were annotated manually in 25 of the subjects, representing the three classes: NT (59 observations), CLE (50 observations), and PSE (59 observations). The NT ROIs were annotated in never-smokers, and the CLE and PSE ROIs were annotated in healthy smokers and COPD smokers within the area(s) of the leading emphysema pattern by approximately marking the center pixel of the emphysematous area. Square ROIs of a given width centered on the marked pixel were subsequently extracted. PLE was excluded due to under-representation in the data, only two subjects had PLE as leading pattern. Therefore, we are dealing with the three classes $\omega_i \in \{\text{NT, CLE, PSE}\}$ in all the experiments.

2.3.2 Feature and parameter selection

When using the GFB, feature selection is applied using the sequential forward selection algorithm [43] for deciding which filters at which scales to include. When using LBP, several combinations of radii for multi-resolution analysis are evaluated. In both approaches, different k’s in the kNN classifier as well as different ROI sizes
are evaluated during training. In all cases, parameters and feature sets are optimized based on validation classification accuracy.

### 2.3.3 Classification of ROIs

Classification performance is evaluated by leave-one-subject-out error estimation on the set of manually annotated ROIs. Six different approaches are evaluated and compared.

The ROIs are represented as points in a feature space, with all features standardized to unit variance, in the first two approaches, and Euclidean distance in the feature space is used in the $k$NN classifier:

1) **GFB1** The feature vector consists of the first four central moments computed from histograms of GFB filter responses. Standard histograms are used instead of applying the adaptive binning approach described in Section 2.2.3, and the four filters described in Section 2.2.2 are used, resulting in a $16 \times 8$ dimensional feature vector. This set of features resembles the features used in [85,87].

2) **Intensity, Co-occurrence, and Run-length (ICR)** The feature vector consists of the following features: the first four central moments of the intensity histogram; the gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) based measures contrast, correlation, energy, entropy, and homogeneity [41,57]; and the gray-level run-length matrix (GLRLM) based measures short run emphasis, long run emphasis, gray-level nonuniformity, run-length nonuniformity, and run percentage [41,57]. The resulting feature vector is 14 dimensional. This set of features resembles the features used in [12,65,74,75,102,103,111].

The remaining four approaches all use the methods described in Sections 2.2.3 and 2.2.4 with different feature histograms:

3) **INT** Intensity histograms.

4) **GFB2** GFB filter response histograms.

5) **LBP1** Basic rotation invariant LBP histograms.

6) **LBP2** Joint 2D LBP and intensity histograms.

In each leave-out trial, all ROIs from one subject are held out and used for testing. The remaining subjects are separated into a training set and a validation set. In this separation, balanced class distributions are ensured by placing half the subjects representing one class in the training set and the rest in the validation set. The optimal parameter setting is learned using the training and validation sets and can differ for each test subject. Subsequently, the ROIs in the test set are classified using the optimal parameter setting and all the ROIs in the training set and validation set as prototypes in the $k$NN classifier.

In GFB1 and GFB2, the following scales are used for all filters: $\sigma = \{0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8\}$ pixels. In ICR, GLCM and GLRLM are computed using the orientations $\{0, 45, 90, 135\}^\circ$.
and the lengths \{1,2,\ldots,5\} pixels, and the following binnings of intensity values are evaluated: \{16,32,64\} number of bins. The GLCMs are symmetric and mean GLCM measures across orientation and length are used \[12,65\]. GLRLM are computed using the Gray Level Run Length Matrix Toolbox \[109\], and mean GLRLM measures across orientation are used. In LBP1 and LBP2, the following radii and corresponding number of samples are used: \(R = \{1,2\}\) pixels and \(P = \{8,16\}\) samples. Common parameters considered for all six approaches are as follows: ROI size \(= \{31 \times 31, 41 \times 41, 51 \times 51\}\) pixels and number of neighbors in the \(k\)NN classifier \(k = \{1,2,\ldots,10\}\).

The estimated classification accuracies of the six approaches are summarized in Table 2.2. LBP2 performs best, achieving a classification accuracy of 95.2\%. However, it is not significantly different \(p = 0.72\), according to a McNemar’s test \[20\], from the second best approach, GFB2, which achieves an accuracy of 94.0\%. As expected, including intensity is important. This is seen in the performance gain between LBP1 and LBP2. In fact, intensity alone performs better than LBP alone, as seen when comparing INT to LBP1. LBP2 performs significantly better than the four approaches GFB1, ICR, INT, and LBP1 \(p < 0.05\). We will focus on the two best performing approaches, GFB2 and LBP2, in the remaining part of Section 2.3.

The confusion matrices in Table 2.3 show that LBP2 and GFB2 generally agree on the class labels. Further, GFB2 never mistakes the emphysema classes, and LBP2 only labels a PSE pattern as CLE once. The agreement between the two approaches is further investigated in Section 2.3.4.

The parameter settings and filters that were most often selected in the leave-one-subject-out error estimation, for LBP2 and GFB2, are shown in Table 2.4 and Table 2.5, respectively. The tendency is small scale features, small ROIs, and small \(k\).

### 2.3.4 Parenchyma classification

In this section, results of applying the trained classifiers to all pixels within the lung fields are compared for LBP2 and GFB2.

Only one parameter setting is considered for each representation based on the most

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>(p)-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GFB1</td>
<td>61.3</td>
<td>(&lt; 10^{-4})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICR</td>
<td>89.3</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INT</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFB2</td>
<td>94.0</td>
<td>0.724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBP1</td>
<td>79.2</td>
<td>(&lt; 10^{-4})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBP2</td>
<td>95.2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 2.3: Confusion matrices showing the true label (rows) vs. label assigned by the kNN classifier (columns) for the two best performing approaches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NT</th>
<th>CLE</th>
<th>PSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NT</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSE</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NT</th>
<th>CLE</th>
<th>PSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NT</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLE</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSE</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.4: Most frequently selected parameters and filter combinations for LBP2 in the leave-one-subject-out experiments in Section 2.3.3. Only parameters and filters selected in at least 20% of the leave-out trials are shown.

LBP (x; \( R = 1 \), \( P = 8 \))

LBP (x; \( R = 2 \), \( P = 16 \))

\( LBP^k(x; R = 1, P = 8) \)

\( LBP^k(x; R = 2, P = 16) \)

\( k = 1 \)

ROI size = 31

56% 20% 24% 96% 96%

Table 2.5: Most frequently selected parameters and filter combinations for GFB2 in the leave-one-subject-out experiments in Section 2.3.3. Only parameters and filters selected in at least 20% of the leave-out trials are shown. Other GFB2 filters that are selected together with the reported GFB2 filter combinations in less than 20% of the individual experiments are not shown.

\( G(x; \sigma = 0.5) \)

\( \| \nabla G(x; \sigma = 1) \|_2 \)

\( \{ G(x; \sigma = 0.5), \| \nabla G(x; \sigma = 1) \|_2, \| \nabla G(x; \sigma = 2) \|_2 \} \)

\( k = 1 \)

ROI size = 31

92% 28% 24% 28% 64% 20% 96%
Table 2.6: Confusion matrix between GFB2 and LBP2 across all subjects for all lung parenchyma pixels. The numbers reported are in percentage of total number of lung parenchyma pixels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>LBP2 NT</th>
<th>LBP2 CLE</th>
<th>LBP2 PSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GFB2 NT</td>
<td>48.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFB2 CLE</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFB2 PSE</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>21.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

frequent parameters in Table 2.4 and Table 2.5. For LBP2, we use \(LPB^{\alpha}(x; R = \frac{1}{P})\), \(k = 1\), ROI size = 31x31, and for GFB2, we use \(\{G(x; \sigma = 0.5)|||\nabla G(x; \sigma = 1)||_2, k = 1\), ROI size = 31 x 31. The set of annotated ROIs serve as prototypes in the \(kNN\) classifier. When classifying the HRCT slices from a particular subject, all the ROI prototypes coming from that same subject are left out in the \(kNN\) classifier.

Fig. 2.5 shows examples of the resulting posterior class probabilities assigned by the classifiers in a never-smoker HRCT slice and a COPD smoker HRCT slice. The never-smoker has many high NT probability pixels assigned by both LBP2 and GFB2 as seen in Fig. 2.5(c) and Fig. 2.5(d), whereas the COPD smoker has many high CLE probability pixels and some high PSE probability pixels, see Figs. 2.5(i), 2.5(j), 2.5(m), and 2.5(n). For the shown COPD smoker, the consensus reading of the leading pattern is CLE in all three slices. The LBP2 posterior seems more localized than the GFB2 posterior. See, e.g., the low NT posterior area in the anterior part of the left lung in the slice in Figs. 2.5(e) and 2.5(f) and the high CLE posterior area in the same positions in Figs. 2.5(i) and 2.5(j).

Correlating the class posteriors shows a high degree of agreement between LBP2 and GFB2; \(r = 0.93\) \((p < 10^{-4})\) when correlating \(P(NT|x)\) of the two classifiers, \(r = 0.94\) \((p < 10^{-4})\) in the case of \(P(CLE|x)\), and \(r = 0.91\) \((p < 10^{-4})\) in the case of \(P(PSE|x)\). Further, class label agreements between LBP2 and GFB2 in each lung parenchyma pixel are shown in the confusion matrix in Table 2.6. This result is based on a hard classification obtained by applying the maximum a posteriori rule in each pixel. The two classifiers generally are in good agreement; in 86.3% of the pixels, the two classifiers agree on the class label.

2.3.5 Emphysema quantification

In this section, we evaluate the value of fusing pixel posterior probabilities, computed using the proposed classification system, into a single measure for emphysema.

The full lung classification results of Section 2.3.4 are turned into quantitative measures of emphysema using MCP, according to (2.8) and using RCA, according to (2.9). These measures are computed across the three HRCT slices representing a subject. We evaluate the obtained measures by correlating with FEV1%pred, which is one of the standard PFTs for diagnosing subjects with COPD [77]. The common CT based measure RA is also included in the evaluation, in this case using a threshold
Figure 2.5: An HRCT slice from a never-smoker and from a COPD smoker together with posterior probabilities computed in each lung parenchyma pixel. White is high probability and black is low probability. (a, b) Original HRCT slices shown with the window setting $-600/1500$ HU [108]. (c, g, k) LBP2 based posteriors for the never-smoker. (d, h, l) GFB2 based posteriors for the never-smoker. (e, i, m) LBP2 based posteriors for the COPD smoker. (f, j, n) GFB2 based posteriors for the COPD smoker.
Table 2.7: Correlation of CT based emphysema measures with FEV$_1$%pred. The $p$-values of the correlations are shown in parentheses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>$r$</th>
<th>$p$-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MCP$_{NT}$</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>$p &lt; 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCP$_{CLE}$</td>
<td>-0.74</td>
<td>$p &lt; 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCP$_{PSE}$</td>
<td>-0.40</td>
<td>$p = 0.011$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCA$_{NT}$</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>$p &lt; 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCA$_{CLE}$</td>
<td>-0.78</td>
<td>$p &lt; 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCA$_{PSE}$</td>
<td>-0.66</td>
<td>$p &lt; 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>$r$</th>
<th>$p$-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MCP$_{NT}$</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>$p &lt; 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCP$_{CLE}$</td>
<td>-0.79</td>
<td>$p &lt; 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCP$_{PSE}$</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td>$p = 0.088$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCA$_{NT}$</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>$p &lt; 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCA$_{CLE}$</td>
<td>-0.74</td>
<td>$p &lt; 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCA$_{PSE}$</td>
<td>-0.66</td>
<td>$p &lt; 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA$_{910}$</td>
<td>-0.62</td>
<td>$p &lt; 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results are shown in Table 2.7 where the NT based measures achieve correlation coefficients ranging from $r = 0.75$ to $r = 0.77$. For comparison, RA$_{910}$ correlates significantly worse with FEV$_1$%pred than the NT based measures do ($p < 0.05$) according to a Hotelling/Williams test [106]. In the Hotelling/Williams test, we correct for the difference in signs.

All measures, except LBP2 and GFB2 based MCP$_{PSE}$, separate the group of COPD smokers from the combined group of never-smokers and healthy smokers according to a rank sum test ($p < 0.05$). The separation can also be seen for LBP2 based MCP$_{NT}$ in Fig. 2.6(a). The figure also shows that the individual features of the joint LBP and intensity feature histogram measure different properties of the parenchyma at subject level. Using intensity alone, i.e., parenchyma density, results in the picture shown in Fig. 2.6(b), and using LBP alone, i.e., parenchyma micro-structures, results in the picture shown in Fig. 2.6(c).

### 2.4 Discussion and conclusion

The proposed classification system using LBP2 achieves an ROI classification accuracy of 95.2%, see Table 2.2, with an NT sensitivity and specificity of 97.3% and 93.2% respectively. This is better than using GFB or ICR, and is within the 75 – 100% range of NT sensitivities and specificities reported in the literature [12, 19, 65, 85, 87, 102, 111]. The experiments revealed that using LBP in isolation does not work
Figure 2.6: MCP$_{NT}$ for all 39 subjects divided on the three groups; never-smokers, healthy smokers, and COPD smokers. The dashed lines are connecting the means of the three groups.
well in the presented application. This was to be expected, since LBP by design are invariant to monotonic intensity transformations and therefore discard the density information contained in the CT image intensities. Including intensity information via the joint LBP and intensity histogram combines complementary information in the form of micro-structures and densities. Hereby it is measured at which densities the different micro-structures reside which improves discrimination considerably. This is illustrated when comparing Figs. 2.4(a) and 2.4(b) to Figs. 2.4(d) and 2.4(e) where the differences between the joint histograms 2.4(a) and 2.4(b) are much more obvious than between the LBP histograms 2.4(d) and 2.4(e). Other feature sets, like GFB, also include intensity and hereby also mix structure and density information. However, obtaining a similar representation to LBP2 in GFB, i.e., joint histograms of structure and density, would require histograms of much higher dimensionality with one dimension for each type of micro-structure such as edge, blob, etc., potentially leading to problems with overfitting in cases of limited number of training samples.

CT based computerized quantitative measures of emphysema are often evaluated by correlating the obtained CT measures with other markers for disease, such as PFTs or plasma biomarkers, in the clinical literature. A few examples of such studies are: [37, 45, 81, 84, 88]. In this chapter, we have performed a similar evaluation and correlated the proposed quantitative measures with another marker for emphysema in Section 2.3.5, namely FEV1%pred, and in general the correlations were strong, up to \( |r| = 0.79 \). It is known that PFTs are noisy measurements [22], and that they are affected by other phenomena than emphysema, e.g., inflammation in the airways. Still, some degree of agreement between PFTs and CT based emphysema measurements is expected.

Park et al. previously performed emphysema quantification based on a hard classification of the lung parenchyma pixels. A weighted sum of the relative areas of mild end severe emphysema was used, and they reported a correlation of \(-0.47\) with FEV1%pred [65]. Based on the results of our experiments, nothing conclusive can be stated about fusion of soft versus fusion of hard classifications, i.e., (2.8) versus (2.9). Both methods work well, and as seen in Table 2.7, all the NT based measurements correlate significantly with FEV1%pred with correlation coefficients in the range \( r = 0.75 \) to \( r = 0.77 \). It should be noted that in [65], the correlation between RA, using a threshold of \(-950\) HU, and FEV1%pred is \(-0.42\). In our data, agreement between CT and PFT generally seems to be better with the correlation between RAG10 and FEV1%pred being \(-0.62\). This fact, as well as the fact that we are dealing with a broader range of subjects compared to [65], could explain the difference in correlation level.

Different features may capture different information in the CT images, and though the per pixel posterior probabilities of LBP2 and GFB2 are highly correlated, there may still be something to gain by combining the output of the two classifiers. This was tested by combining the pixel posteriors \( P(\omega_i | x) \) of LBP2 and GFB2 with the sum rule and the maximum rule respectively [47], followed by posterior fusion of the combined pixel posteriors. These results did not show any significant improvement in correlation with FEV1%pred, which indicates that the two classifiers indeed capture
similar information in the CT images.

In this chapter, we have done no preprocessing of the HRCT slices prior to computing feature histograms. Instead, we have relied on the filters to perform the necessary processing, e.g., noise smoothing in the GFB by selecting the appropriate $\sigma$ or picking up certain micro-structures from the noisy background in LBP by selecting the appropriate radius. It is up to the training procedure to pick these settings.

Further, all available information has been taken into account in the feature histogram estimation by including all pixels in the ROIs instead of first excluding, e.g., the vessels [12, 111] or the airways [111]. Thus, also pixels outside the lung fields and pixels from non-parenchyma structures within the lungs contribute. This can be seen as an implicit way of encoding context information in the feature histograms, with the position being “near the border of the lung” or “near the hilar area”. It may lead to slight overestimation of PSE at the border, see Fig. 2.5, but in practice, this should not be a real problem as long as the prototype set contains samples at the border representing all classes. In our data, NT and CLE ROIs were mainly annotated in the central parts of the lungs. Nevertheless, the proposed classification system is capable of discriminating between normal tissue and emphysematous tissue within the lung, as seen in the confusion matrices for LBP2 and GFB2 in Table 2.3.

Fig. 2.6(a) reveals that very similar measures are obtained for the never-smokers and the healthy smokers. One might expect the healthy smokers measures to be slightly lower than the never-smokers on the MCP$_{NT}$ scale due to early stages of emphysema not yet detectable by PFTs. Basing the measurements only on intensity feature histograms results in the healthy smokers having an even larger probability of NT as seen in Fig. 2.6(b), indicating a difference in density for the two groups. This corresponds well with recent results indicating that lung parenchyma is more dense in healthy smokers than in never-smokers possibly due to smoke induced inflammation [4,88]. On the other hand, basing the measurements solely on LBP feature histograms results in a slight drift downwards as seen in Fig. 2.6(c), suggesting that there may be structural differences that can be captured at an early stage by LBP. As described in Section 2.2.1, LBP are gray-scale invariant and therefore not affected by parenchymal density changes. This also implies that the proposed classification system should be less sensitive to inspiration level as compared to, e.g., RA$_{910}$.

Basing the discrimination of ROIs on dissimilarities between sets of feature histograms, using a combined histogram dissimilarity directly as distance in a $k$NN classifier, works well in this setting. Both LBP2 and GFB2 achieve good ROI classification accuracies and high correlations with FEV$_1$%pred. Using full feature histograms differs from the common approach of using measures derived from feature histograms, such as moments of filter response histograms or GLCM measures, as features in a feature space [12, 19, 31, 65, 74, 75, 85, 87, 102, 103, 111]. Looking at Fig. 2.4, taking only the first four moments of the GFB histograms could potentially discard valuable information about the shape of the histograms such as the presence of multiple mods. A previous comparative study of texture features for classification reported similar findings on two standard texture data sets [60]. In this chapter, we wanted to exploit the full feature histograms and therefore used the $k$NN classification framework
with histogram dissimilarity as distance, and LBP and GFB were shown to work very well in this setting. It remains of course a possibility that in a different classification scheme, relying on features rather than on dissimilarity measures, a different feature set would perform as good as or even better than LBP. Alternatively, histogram dissimilarities could be applied within the dissimilarity-based classification schemes proposed by Pekalska et al. [68].

The experiments carried out in this chapter are all done on HRCT slices, but the general framework could easily be extended to 3D. However, no true extension of rotation invariant LBP to 3D exists. Two approximative extensions of LBP to 3D are presented in [112], with the specific application being temporal texture data. The first approach forms a helical path in the temporal direction. This idea could be applied in volumetric CT by, e.g., forming helical paths in various directions and combining the resulting LBPs. The second approach in [112] computes 2D LBPs in three orthogonal planes and combines these.

In conclusion, we propose to use texture measures such as LBP for quantitative analysis of pulmonary emphysema in CT images of the lung. ROI classification experiments showed good classification performance, with an accuracy of 95.2%, and quantitative measures of emphysema derived by fusing posterior probabilities achieved high correlation with PFT, up to $|r| = 0.79$ ($p < 10^{-4}$). Overall, LBP seem to perform slightly better than a rotation invariant GFB, although the difference was not significant in our experiments. MCP$_{NT}$ correlated significantly better with pulmonary function than the most common standard CT measure, RA, which suggests that texture based measures may be better indicators of the degree of emphysema. In addition, LBP seem to pick up certain micro-structures that are more frequent in smokers, including smokers who still have good lung function, than in people who never smoked. This structural information improves discrimination in our experiments and may also improve sensitivity to early changes in lung tissue integrity.
Chapter 3

Data-Driven Quantification of COPD


Abstract This chapter presents a fully automatic, data-driven approach for texture-based quantitative analysis of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) in pulmonary computed tomography (CT) images. The approach uses supervised learning where the class labels are, in contrast to previous work, based on pulmonary function tests (PFTs) instead of on manually annotated regions of interest (ROIs). A quantitative measure of COPD is obtained by fusing probabilities computed in ROIs within the lung fields where the individual ROI probabilities are computed using a k nearest neighbor (kNN) classifier trained on a set of randomly sampled ROIs from the training CT images. The sampled ROIs are labeled using PFT data. The distance between two ROIs in the kNN classifier is computed as the textural dissimilarity between the ROIs, where the ROI texture is described by histograms of filter responses from a multi-scale, rotation invariant Gaussian filter bank. On 296 images taken from a lung cancer screening trial, the proposed measure was significantly better at discriminating between subjects with and without COPD than were the two most common computerized quantitative measures of COPD in the literature, namely, relative area of emphysema (RA) and percentile density (PD). The proposed measure achieved an AUC of 0.823 and correlated significantly with lung function whereas PD, the best performing alternative, achieved an AUC of 0.589 and did not correlate significantly with lung function. The proposed measure was also shown to be more reproducible and less influenced by inspiration level compared to RA and PD.
3.1 Introduction

Current quantitative measures of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) are limited in several ways. The gold standard for diagnosis of COPD is pulmonary function tests (PFTs) [77]. These non-invasive measurements are cheap and fast to acquire but are limited by insensitivity to early stages of COPD [40] and lack of reproducibility [22]. Visual and computerized assessment in computed tomography (CT) imaging has emerged as an alternative that directly can measure the two components of COPD, namely, chronic bronchitis and emphysema. However, it is difficult to visually assess disease severity and progression. Moreover, visual assessment is subjective, time-consuming, and suffers from intra-observer and inter-observer variability [6, 58]. The most widely used computerized measures, also referred to as densitometry or quantitative CT, are the relative area of CT attenuation values below a certain threshold (RA) [58] and percentile density (PD) [36]. These measures consider only emphysema and treat each parenchyma voxel in the CT image independently, thereby disregarding potentially valuable information such as spatial relations between voxels and patterns at larger scales. The measures are also restricted to a single threshold parameter, which makes them sensitive to scanner calibration and noise in the CT images.

Supervised texture classification in CT, where a classifier is trained on manually annotated regions of interest (ROIs) [12, 65, 75, 87, 93, 102, 111], uses much more of the information available in the CT images compared to the densitometric measures, and the output of a trained classifier can be used for COPD quantification, e.g., by fusing individual ROI posterior probabilities [55, 65, 93]. However, this approach requires labeled data, which is usually acquired by manual annotation done by human experts. Manual annotation suffers from the same limitations as visual assessment of emphysema in CT images [6, 58], moreover, it is hard to accurately outline regions of emphysema since the appearance of the disease patterns can be subtle and diffuse, especially at early stages of COPD. Further, analysis is limited to current knowledge and experience of the experts, and there can be a bias towards typical cases in the annotated data set. As a consequence, unknown or less typical patterns that are a characteristic part of COPD may not captured by the trained classifier, and important discriminative information may be disregarded.

In this chapter, we propose a completely data-driven approach to texture-based analysis of COPD in pulmonary CT images. The main idea is to utilize meta-data that is connected with the CT images to acquire the labels. Hereby, no human intervention is required, and all the above mentioned limitations are handled. Instead, a fully data-driven, and thereby objective, CT image texture-based measure is obtained that can easily be applied to analyze large data sets. Other studies using labels acquired from meta-data, with different features and classification setup, have been published in other areas of medical image analysis as well, including assessment of structural changes of the breast tissue in digital mammography [78] and detection of tuberculosis in chest radiographs [3].

The proposed approach relies on supervised texture-based classification of ROIs and fusion of individual ROI posterior probabilities similar to [55, 65, 93], but with
ROIs and labels obtained in the following way: each CT image is assigned a global label according to PFTs of the scanned subject that are acquired at the same time as the CT image, and ROIs are sampled at random from within the lung fields and labeled with the global label of the CT image. In principle, other meta-data associated with the subject from which the CT image is acquired, such as genetic information and biomarkers blood samples, could be used when labeling. In this chapter, PFTs are used, which are the current gold standard for diagnosis of COPD [77]. The obtained texture-based measure is a probability of a subject suffering from COPD based on the evidence in the CT image, and this number reflects COPD severity in two ways. It measures the number of ROIs that show signs of COPD, i.e., how much of the lungs are affected, as well as the individual ROI COPD probabilities, i.e., the confidence about abnormality in individual ROIs.

The performance of the obtained texture-based measure is compared to the performance of the common densitometric measures RA and PD on a two-class classification problem defined using PFTs, i.e., diagnosis of COPD. The stability of the approach w.r.t. the randomly sampled ROIs is also inspected, and the reproducibility of the approach, as well as its robustness to inspiration level – a major source of variability in CT images, is further evaluated and compared to that of RA and PD.

3.2 Methods

The proposed quantitative measure for COPD relies on texture-based classification of CT ROIs. The ROI classification is done with a $k$ nearest neighbor ($k$NN) classifier using dissimilarity between sets of filter response histograms as distance, and the histograms are based on the filter responses from a rotation invariant, multi-scale Gaussian filter bank [97]. A quantitative measure of the severity of COPD is obtained by fusing the individual ROI posterior probabilities into one posterior probability [55]. This approach has previously been successfully applied on another CT data set using manually labeled ROIs for training [93]. In [93], the same histogram estimation technique was used with two-dimensional versions of a subset of the filters considered in this chapter, and a quantitative measure of severity was also obtained by fusing ROI posteriors as classified by $k$NN, however, the ROI posteriors were estimated using prototype distances.

A segmentation of the lung fields is used in order to steer the sampling of ROIs as well as to decide which voxels contribute to the filter response histograms, and Section 3.2.1 describes how this segmentation is obtained. The filter response histograms, or texture descriptors, are described in Section 3.2.3, the ROI classification scheme is described in Section 3.2.4, and the posterior probability fusion is described in Section 3.2.5.

3.2.1 Segmentation of the lung fields

The lung fields are segmented in CT image $I$ using a region growing algorithm, which assumes that lung parenchyma is below $-400$ Hounsfield units (HU). The algorithm
automatically detects part of the trachea by searching for a dark cylindrical structure in the top of the image, and the detected trachea is subsequently used to segment the left and right main bronchi. The segmented left and right main bronchi are then used to initiate two region growing procedures that segment the left and right lung field. The final segmented lung fields, $s(I)$, are obtained after a post processing step, where erroneously included regions belonging to the esophagus are removed by looking for tube-like structures between the segmented left and right lung fields. This is the same lung segmentation algorithm as is used in [53]. $s(I)$ excludes the trachea, the main bronchi, and any structures with CT intensity above -400 HU, which includes part of the vessels, the fissures, and the airway walls.

3.2.2 Sampling of ROIs

$N_r$, possibly overlapping, cubic ROIs are sampled at random from within the lung fields of CT image $I$ according to segmentation $s(I)$, and these ROIs represent that image. Only ROIs with centers inside the segmentation are allowed, but parts of an ROI can still be outside the segmentation. These parts are disregarded in the subsequent analysis.

3.2.3 Texture descriptors

In this chapter, the textural information in a CT image is captured by measuring various texture features in randomly sampled ROIs from that image, and a filtering approach is used for this purpose. A filter bank comprising a total of eight rotational invariant filters based on the Gaussian function and combinations of derivatives of the Gaussian is applied at multiple scales, giving rise to a large number of filtered versions of the CT image. The ROIs in the image are represented by histograms of the filter responses, one for each of the applied filters, and classification is done based on this representation. Steps for obtaining the filter response histograms are given as follows:

Filters

Eight different measures of local image structure are used as base filters and these are: The Gaussian function

$$G(x; \sigma) = \frac{1}{(2\pi^{1/2}\sigma)^{3}} \exp \left( -\frac{||x||^2}{2\sigma^2} \right)$$

(3.1)

where $\sigma$ is the standard deviation, or scale, and $x = [x, y, z]^T$ is a voxel; the three eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix

$$\lambda_i(x; \sigma), \quad i = 1, 2, 3, \quad |\lambda_1| \geq |\lambda_2| \geq |\lambda_3|;$$

(3.2)

gradient magnitude

$$||\nabla G(x; \sigma)||_2 = \sqrt{I_{x,\sigma}^2 + I_{y,\sigma}^2 + I_{z,\sigma}^2}$$

(3.3)
where $I_{x,\sigma}$ denotes the partial first order derivative of image $I$ w.r.t. $x$ at scale $\sigma$; Laplacian of the Gaussian
\begin{equation}
\nabla^2 G(x; \sigma) = \lambda_1(x; \sigma) + \lambda_2(x; \sigma) + \lambda_3(x; \sigma);
\end{equation}
(3.4)

Gaussian curvature
\begin{equation}
K(x; \sigma) = \lambda_1(x; \sigma)\lambda_2(x; \sigma)\lambda_3(x; \sigma);
\end{equation}
(3.5)

and the Frobenius norm of the Hessian
\begin{equation}
||H(x; \sigma)||_F = \sqrt{\lambda_1(x; \sigma)^2 + \lambda_2(x; \sigma)^2 + \lambda_3(x; \sigma)^2}.
\end{equation}
(3.6)

Since histograms are used, the ordering of the voxels is disregarded and a classifier can therefore not automatically learn combinations of features such as the Laplacian of the Gaussian from the individual eigenvalues. Combinations of the eigenvalues, i.e., (3.4), (3.5), and (3.6), are therefore explicitly used in the representation.

**Normalized convolution**

The filtering is done by normalized convolution [48] with a lung fields segmentation, obtained as described in Section 3.2.1, as binary mask. The equation for normalized convolution is given by
\begin{equation}
I_{\sigma} = \frac{(S(x)I(x)) \ast G(x; \sigma)}{S(x) \ast G(x; \sigma)}
\end{equation}
(3.7)

where $\ast$ denotes convolution and the segmentation $S = s(I)$ computed from image $I$ is used as an indicator function, marking whether $x$ is a lung parenchyma voxel or not. Derivatives are computed on the Gaussian filtered images using finite differences.

**Histogram estimation**

The filter responses are quantized into filter response histograms. The bin widths are derived using adaptive binning [60]. This technique locally adapts the histogram bin widths to the data set at hand such that each bin contains the same mass when computing the histogram of all data. Only voxels in the considered ROI that belong to a lung segmentation $S$ are used, and the resulting histogram is normalized to sum to one.

The number of histogram bins $N_b$ computed from $N_s$ voxels is determined according to
\begin{equation}
w = \frac{3.49\sigma}{\sqrt{N_s}}
\end{equation}

where $w$ is the bin width and $\sigma$ is the standard deviation of the distribution of the filter responses [82]. Letting $3.49\sigma/w$ express the number of bins we get
\begin{equation}
N_b = \sqrt[3]{N_s},
\end{equation}
(3.8)

and this is the expression we will use to determine the number of histogram bins as a function of the number of voxels.
3.2.4 Classification

ROI classification is performed using the \( k \)NN classifier \([16, 43]\) with summed histogram dissimilarity as distance

\[
D(x, y) = \sum_{i=1}^{N_f} L(f_i(x), f_i(y))
\]

where \( N_f \) is the number of filter response histograms, \( L(\cdot, \cdot) \) is a histogram dissimilarity measure, and \( f_i(x) \in \mathbb{R}^{N_b} \) is the \( i \)'th filter response histogram with \( N_b \) bins estimated from an ROI centered on \( x \).

Three histogram dissimilarity measures \( L \) are considered, the L1-norm, the L2-norm, and the earth movers distance (EMD) \([80]\). The L1-norm and L2-norm are instances of the \( p \)-norm

\[
L_p(H, K) = ||H - K||_p = \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N_b} |H_i - K_i|^p \right)^{1/p}
\]

with \( p = 1 \) or \( p = 2 \) and where \( H, K \in \mathbb{R}^{N_b} \) are histograms each with \( N_b \) bins. The histograms used in this chapter are normalized to sum to one, and thus \( L_1 \) is equivalent to 1−histogram intersection \([80]\). EMD can be computed using (3.10) with \( p = 1 \) on cumulative versions of \( H \) and \( K \) when \( H \) and \( K \) are one dimensional, have equal number of bins, and equal mass \([51]\), which is the case in this chapter. This histogram dissimilarity measure will be denoted by \( L_{\text{EMD}} \).

3.2.5 Posterior probabilities

Two levels of posterior probabilities are considered in this chapter, ROI probabilities and subject probabilities. Note that subject and CT image is used interchangeably in this chapter and termed \( I \). The ROI probability is based on the common \( k \) nearest neighbor posterior probability estimate \([24]\)

\[
P(\omega_i|\mathbf{x}, I) = \frac{k_{\omega_i}(\mathbf{x})}{k}, \quad \mathbf{x} \in s(I)
\]

where \( k_{\omega_i}(\mathbf{x}) \) is the number of nearest neighbors of the ROI centered on voxel \( \mathbf{x} \), from lung segmentation \( s(I) \), belonging to class \( \omega_i \) out of a total of \( k \) nearest neighbors according to (3.9). The ROI posterior probabilities are combined into an overall subject posterior probability using a static fusion scheme, namely, the mean rule \([55]\)

\[
P(\omega_i|I) = \frac{1}{N_r} \sum_{j=1}^{N_r} P(\omega_i|x_j, I)
\]

where \( N_r \) is the number of ROIs that are considered. The average sample posterior probability (3.12) then provides a measure of the probability that a subject suffers from COPD, based on the CT image. This number reflects both the number of samples that show signs of COPD as well as the probability for the individual ROIs.
Table 3.1: Group characteristics and lung function measurements for the healthy and the COPD group in data set $A$. The numbers reported are mean values, with standard deviation in parentheses and range in square brackets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Healthy</th>
<th>COPD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>57 (5) [49-70]</td>
<td>57 (5) [49-69]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (men/women)</td>
<td>105/39</td>
<td>32/120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (cm)</td>
<td>176 (8) [156-192]</td>
<td>170 (8) [150-190]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
<td>80 (13) [51-117]</td>
<td>69 (13) [40-112]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pack years</td>
<td>33 (11) [10-88]</td>
<td>40 (18) [20-133]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking status (former/current)</td>
<td>55/89</td>
<td>30/122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEV$_1$ (L)</td>
<td>3.38 (0.64) [2.17-5.20]</td>
<td>1.92 (0.42) [0.85-2.78]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEV$_1$/FVC</td>
<td>0.76 (0.04) [0.70-0.87]</td>
<td>0.60 (0.08) [0.37-0.70]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 Experiments and results

3.3.1 Data

Experiments are conducted using low-dose volumetric CT images acquired at full inspiration from current and former smokers enrolled in the Danish Lung Cancer Screening Trial (DLCST) [67] with the following scan parameters: tube voltage 120 kV, exposure 40 mAs, slice thickness 1 mm, and in-plane resolution ranging from 0.72 to 0.78 mm. The subjects were scanned at entry (baseline) and were then subsequently scanned annually (followup) for four consecutive years. Annual PFTs were also performed along with the CT images, including the forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV$_1$) and the forced vital capacity (FVC). Subjects were re-scanned after approximately three months in cases where non-calcified nodules with a diameter of 5 to 15 mm were detected.

We perform, experiments on two subsets of the DLCST database that we denote data set $A$ and $B$. These data sets are defined in the following way:

Data set $A$: Two subject groups are defined using the Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease (GOLD) criteria [77] that are based on FEV$_1$ and FVC, as well as FEV$_1$ corrected for age, sex, and height (FEV$_1$/pred): a healthy group (no COPD; FEV$_1$/FVC $\geq 0.7$) and a COPD group (GOLD stage II or higher; FEV$_1$/FVC $< 0.7$ and FEV$_1$/pred $< 80\%$). We further enforce that the criteria should be fulfilled both at baseline and at first year followup in order to decrease the influence of PFT noise on the labels. The number of subjects in the groups are 144 healthy and 152 COPD subjects, and the baseline CT images of these subjects from the DLCST database are used. The characteristics of the two groups are reported
in Table 3.1. Each CT image is represented by \( N \) ROIs that are randomly sampled within the lung fields.

**Data set B**: 50 CT image pairs from the DLCST database. Both images in a pair are from the same subject that has been re-scanned for a suspicious nodule and there is therefore a short time between the two scans. All pairs have less than 86 days between the acquisition dates, and the disease is not expected to progress far enough to induce visible differences in CT within this time interval. There is no overlap between the 50 CT image pairs used here and the baseline CT images in data set \( A \).

### 3.3.2 Training and parameter selection

There are several parameters to select in the proposed classification system and these are listed below together with the possible parameter values considered:

- ROI size \( r \times r \times r \) with \( r = \{21, 31, 41\} \) voxels;
- number of nearest neighbors in the kNN classifier \( k = \{25, 35, 45\} \);
- histogram dissimilarity measure \( L = \{L_1, L_2, L_{EMD}\} \);
- the different base filters \( \{(3.1), (3.2), (3.3), (3.4), (3.5), (3.6)\} \) at scales \( \sigma = \{0.6(\sqrt{2})^i\}_{i=0,...,6} \) mm.

The best combination of \( r, L, \) and \( k \) is learned from the training set, \( \mathcal{T} \), and sequential forward feature selection (SFS) [43] is used for determining the optimal histogram subset for each combination. Together with the original intensity histogram, a total of \( N_f = 57 \) histograms are considered in the SFS. The CT images in the training set, \( \mathcal{T} = \{I_i\} \), are divided into a prototype set \( \mathcal{P} \) and a validation set \( \mathcal{V} \) by randomly placing half the images of each group in each set. The classification system is trained by using the samples of \( \mathcal{P} \) as prototypes in the kNN classifier and by choosing the histograms and parameter settings that minimize the classification error on \( \mathcal{V} \). The number of ROIs sampled per subject, \( N_r \), is fixed to 50, and the number of histogram bins is \( N_b = r \) according to (3.8). The adaptive histogram binning is computed from the training set using a separate randomly sampled set of ROIs, where 10 ROIs are sampled per subject in the training set. kNN classification is performed using the approximate nearest neighbor (ANN) library [2] with the approximation error set to zero to turn off the approximation part of the algorithm.

### 3.3.3 Evaluation

The performance of the classification system is estimated using 3-fold cross-validation. The system is trained in each fold as described above, and the test set is classified using the best performing kNN classifier with the samples of the complete training set, \( \mathcal{T} = \mathcal{P} \cup \mathcal{V} \), as prototypes. The results are evaluated by receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis and by correlation with FEV\(_1\)%pred using Pearson’s correlation coefficient.
Table 3.2: COPD diagnosis and quantification results. AUCs from the ROC analysis with p-values for difference in AUC with kNN according to a DeLong, DeLong, and Clarke-Pearson’s test [17] shown in parenthesis. Correlation with FEV1,%pred according to Pearson’s correlation coefficient with p-values of in parenthesis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>AUC</th>
<th>Correlation with FEV1,%pred</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kNN</td>
<td>0.823 ( - )</td>
<td>0.48 (p &lt; 10^-4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA950</td>
<td>0.585 (p &lt; 10^-4)</td>
<td>-0.10 (p = 0.073)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD15</td>
<td>0.589 (p &lt; 10^-4)</td>
<td>0.10 (p = 0.086)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We compare the obtained results to the densitometric measures RA and PD. The densitometric measures are computed from the entire lung fields according to a lung segmentation s(I). RA corresponds to the amount of voxels below a given HU threshold relative to the total amount of voxels within the lung fields segmentation, where the used threshold is close to that of air, −1000 HU, [58]. This measure is sometimes referred to as emphysema index or density mask. PD is derived from the CT attenuation histogram as the HU value at a certain percentile, usually the 15th [36]. In this chapter, a HU threshold of −950 is used in RA, denoted RA950, and the 15th percentile is used in PD, denoted PD15. The proposed measure is denoted kNN in the experiments.

3.3.4 COPD diagnosis and quantification

The whole learning framework is applied to data set A for COPD diagnosis and quantification using the resulting quantitative measure. The results of the experiment are shown in Fig. 3.1 and in Table 3.2. The proposed texture-based approach, achieving an AUC of 0.823, is significantly better at discriminating between CT images from healthy subjects and COPD subjects than are the densitometric measures PD15 and RA950, p < 10^-4. kNN is significantly correlated with FEV1,%pred whereas PD15 and RA950 are not. All three evaluated measures are capable of separating the two subject groups, p < 0.05, according to a Wilcoxon rank sum test.

Note that the densitometric measures are computed from the full lung fields, and they are therefore based on more information than are the proposed texture-based measure, which is computed from 50 randomly sampled ROIs. The performance of PD15 and RA950 when computed only from the same 50 ROIs as used in kNN, is slightly worse than when computed from the entire lung fields with AUC = 0.584 and AUC = 0.577, respectively.

3.3.5 Stability of proposed measure

To inspect whether N_r = 50 is a sufficient number of samples in order to capture the characteristics in data set A related to healthy subjects and COPD subjects, we repeated the whole learning procedure ten times. In each repeated procedure, the
same training, prototype, validation, and test data splits were used, but each time with different randomly sampled ROIs. Fig. 3.2 shows the resulting ROC curves and the AUCs are reported in the legend in the figure. The standard deviation on the AUCs is 0.015. The AUCs are rather similar, and they are much larger than the AUCs of the densitometric measures.

The selected parameters in the ten 3-fold cross-validations are reported in Table 3.3. The tendency is large $k$ in the $k$NN classifier, large ROI size $r$, and $L_1$-norm or $L_2$-norm as histogram dissimilarity measure. Fig. 3.3 reports the number of times individual filters are selected and Table 3.4 reports the most commonly occurring filter subsets of sizes two and three. The gradient magnitude, $||\nabla G(x; \sigma)||_2$, is by far the most often selected base-filter. The filter is selected 21 times at $\sigma = 4.8$ mm and 17 times at $\sigma = 2.4$ mm, out of 30 possible times. Further, the filter is member of all the most commonly selected subsets of sizes two and three, sometimes at multiple scales. The remaining base-filters are selected at least five times at a certain scale,
Figure 3.2: ROC curves for kNN in ten repeated experiments with different random ROI samplings on the same subject data splits. The legend shows the AUC of each experiment.

Figure 3.3: Number of times a certain filter is selected out of 30 possible (10 repeated 3-fold cross-validations) in the ten repeated experiments, grouped by base filter. Scales are ranging from black: 0.6 mm to white: 4.8 mm. The abbreviations are: Gaussian (G), gradient magnitude (GM), Laplacian of the Gaussian (LG), first, second, and third eigen value of the Hessian Matrix (EV1), (EV2), and (EV3), Gaussian curvature (GC), and Frobenius norm of the Hessian (FH).
Table 3.4: Filter subsets of sizes two and three that were most often selected in the SFS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Filter subset</th>
<th>Occurrences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{\lambda_3(x;0.6),</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{\lambda_3(x;0.6),</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{\nabla^2 G(x;0.6),</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{K(x;4.8),</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{\nabla^2 G(x;0.6),</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{K(x;4.8),</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{K(x;3.4),</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{\nabla^2 G(x;0.6),</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{\lambda_3(x;0.6),</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{K(x;4.8),</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

except for the absolute largest and second largest eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix, \(\lambda_1(x;\sigma)\) and \(\lambda_2(x;\sigma)\), which are rarely selected. Frequently occurring subsets are the Laplacian of the Gaussian at a small scale together with the gradient magnitude at a large scale, and the absolute smallest eigenvalue at a small scale together with the gradient magnitude at a large scale, see Table 3.4. SFS typically selects 5 – 7 histograms out of the 57 possible histograms.

3.3.6 Reproducibility and robustness to inspiration level

The reproducibility of the proposed measure as well as the robustness to inspiration level is evaluated and compared to the densitometric measures on data set \(B\). The trained \(k\)NN classifiers from the three folds in the experiment in Section 3.3.4 are used to represent the proposed measure.

The reproducibility of a measure is evaluated by the correlation, measured using Spearman’s rank correlation, between the vector of measurements obtained from the first image in the 50 pairs, \(m_1\), of data set \(B\) and the vector of measurements on the second image in the pairs, \(m_2\). The results are reported in the second column of Table 3.5. \(k\)NN is more reproducible than RA\(_{950}\) and PD\(_{15}\) in all three folds.

The main source of variability between two CT images from the same subject,
Table 3.5: Measures of reproducibility and robustness to inspiration level, both using Spearman’s rank correlation $\rho(\cdot, \cdot)$. $p$-values of the correlations are shown in parentheses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>$\rho(m_1, m_2)$</th>
<th>$\rho(m_2 - m_1, LV_{rd})$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$k$NN, fold 1</td>
<td>$0.90 \ (p &lt; 10^{-4})$</td>
<td>$-0.40 \ (p = 0.004)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k$NN, fold 2</td>
<td>$0.88 \ (p &lt; 10^{-4})$</td>
<td>$-0.12 \ (p = 0.401)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k$NN, fold 3</td>
<td>$0.88 \ (p &lt; 10^{-4})$</td>
<td>$-0.35 \ (p = 0.012)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA950</td>
<td>$0.82 \ (p &lt; 10^{-4})$</td>
<td>$0.83 \ (p &lt; 10^{-4})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD15</td>
<td>$0.81 \ (p &lt; 10^{-4})$</td>
<td>$-0.82 \ (p &lt; 10^{-4})$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

with a short time interval between acquisition dates, is expected to be the inspiration level. However, other sources of variability, such as scanner drift and different subject orientations during scanning also play a role. We use the lung volume (LV) as an indicator of the inspiration level. The sensitivity to inspiration level is evaluated by correlating, using Spearman’s rank correlation, signed measurement difference, $m_2 - m_1$, with relative signed LV difference, computed as the difference divided by the average and denoted by $LV_{rd}$. The results are reported in the third column of Table 3.5. Differences in both the densitometric measures are significantly correlated with LV difference whereas differences in one out of three $k$NN based measures is not. The proposed measure is therefore, for certain trained $k$NN classifiers, less sensitive to inspiration level than are the densitometric measures.

3.4 Discussion and conclusion

The conducted experiments show that it is possible to train a texture-based classifier to recognize COPD in pulmonary CT images using supervised learning techniques in a fully automatic, data-driven approach without any human intervention. Hereby, all the limitations associated with manual labeling are avoided. The meta-data driven labeling of ROIs, in this chapter using PFTs, however, has other potential problems. The disease patterns may be localized only in parts of the CT images in subjects with COPD. For instance, paraseptal emphysema is located in the periphery of the lung, centrilobular emphysema is predominantly in the upper lobes, while panlobular emphysema is predominantly in the lower lobes [108]. Randomly sampled ROIs from COPD subjects will therefore likely contain both diseased and healthy tissue where the healthy tissue ROIs still receive the label COPD. The reverse may also be the case in healthy subjects but is expected to be less prominent. The classes in this weakly labeled data set are therefore expected to overlap more compared to classes in manually labeled data where experts have annotated relatively clear examples of the different classes, and this poses a challenging classification problem.

Intensity can be directly related to emphysema in CT since emphysematous regions have lower attenuation than do healthy regions due to loss of lung tissue. Orig-
inal and smoothed intensities, $G(x; \sigma)$, may, therefore, be considered as important features when discriminating between lung tissue in healthy subjects and in COPD subjects. This is also supported by the results of the stability experiment in Section 3.3.5 where $G(x; \sigma)$ is selected 16 out of 30 possible times in the SFS procedure. However, the original intensity, which is what RA and PD rely on, is never selected. Some filters capturing structural information are also selected often, $||\nabla G(x; \sigma)||_2$ is selected 27 times, $\nabla^2 G(x; \sigma)$ is selected 21 times, and $K(x; \sigma)$ is selected 18 times. Consequently, the resulting classifiers use smoothed intensity information in conjunction with first and second order derivative information, which makes the proposed measure for COPD very different from the standard densitometric measures RA and PD. The use of information at larger scales, the use of texture information, and the fact that entire histograms are used instead of one measure summarizing each histogram, may explain the improved performance compared to RA and PD.

The general tendency for the filters capturing structural information that are selected in the SFS procedure is large scale edges, $||G(x; 4.8)||_2$ and/or $||G(x; 2.4)||_2$, in conjunction with small scale blobs, $\nabla^4 G(x; 0.6)$, or large scale blobs, $K(x; 4.8)$, see Table 3.4. These results share both similarities and dissimilarities with a previous study using a similar classification setup with a subset of the filters used in this chapter on a different data set, but with the important difference that manually annotated ROIs were used [93]. $||G(x; \sigma)||_2$ at a large scale is almost always selected, both in the present chapter and in [93]. On the contrary, $G(x; \sigma)$ at a small scale, i.e., intensity information, is also frequently selected in [93] whereas it is less frequently selected in the present chapter. This may be explained by the weak labeling of data causing a large class overlap.

The gender distribution in the two groups is skewed, see Table 3.1. The ROC-analysis is therefore repeated for each gender separately to inspect whether the gender skewness has influenced the results. For males we get the following AUCs: 0.879, 0.770, and 0.781, for $k_{NN}$, RA$_{950}$, and PD$_{15}$, respectively, and for females the AUCs are: 0.808, 0.641, and 0.636. For both genders, the AUC of $k_{NN}$ is larger compared to the densitometric measures, and it is significantly larger in all but one case. For males, the $k_{NN}$ AUC is not significantly larger than the PD$_{15}$ AUC, $p = 0.11$.

PFTs are insensitive to early stages of COPD [40], lack reproducibility [22], and can be affected by other factors limiting the airflow in the airways than those associated with COPD. Despite these limitations, PFTs were used to obtain labels in this chapter assuming that it was possible to learn, using supervised learning, the textural COPD patterns in CT that are related to the part of the disease that correlates with PFTs. PFTs are also the current gold standard for COPD diagnosis [77]. A two-class problem was defined by the two subject groups, healthy (no COPD according to the GOLD criteria [77]), and COPD (GOLD stage II or higher according to the GOLD criteria [77]). However, other possibilities exist, both on the type of problem to consider and on the type of meta-data to use for group definitions. One possibility would be to consider several or all of the four GOLD stages [77] as separate groups, which is similar in spirit to [59], for assessing GOLD stage or COPD severity. However, regression may be more suitable for this purpose. The proposed approach
could also be used to gain a better understanding of which textural patterns in the CT images that are related to specific genes or markers from blood samples by using genetic information or blood biomarkers to define groups and apply the whole learning framework. This may be expanded to further analyze how these patterns evolve over time in longitudinal data.

Classifiers were trained at the ROI level without including knowledge about the subsequent fusion of the ROI posterior probabilities using (3.12). The rationale is that we would like to capture the local texture information and use this for quantification. Although the proposed approach works well as illustrated in the results, it remains an open research question whether training locally followed by posterior fusion is the best approach when the final goal is quantification at CT image level. An alternative approach would be to take CT image level information into account during training, e.g., by adapting the objective function for SFS to use (3.12) instead of (3.11).

COPD comprises two main components, small airway disease, or chronic bronchitis, and emphysema [77]. The proposed approach measures parenchymal texture and therefore mainly targets emphysema. However, small airway disease is included to some extent since the lung fields segmentation includes the small airways and since the labels are obtained from PFTs, which are affected by both components. The airway information could be targeted more explicitly, e.g., by combining the output of the proposed approach with measurements computed directly on the segmented airway tree, e.g., [71], which may provide a more accurate measure of COPD.

In conclusion, we have proposed a fully automatic, data-driven approach for texture-based quantitative analysis of COPD in pulmonary CT. The obtained texture-based measure demonstrates superior performance in discriminating between subjects with and without COPD compared to the common densitometric measures RA and PD, with an AUC of 0.823 compared to 0.585 and 0.589, respectively. The texture-based measure also correlates significantly with $\text{FEV}_1\%\text{pred}$ with a correlation coefficient of $r = 0.48$ compared to the non-significant correlations of the two densitometric measures. Further, the proposed approach is more reproducible and is less sensitive to inspiration level – a major source of variability in computerized quantitative CT measures, compared to the densitometric measures. Since the approach does not rely on labels annotated by human experts, the resulting CT image-based measure is objective and can easily be applied to analyze large data sets. Overall, the proposed approach results in a robust and objective measure that can facilitate better computerized quantification of COPD in pulmonary CT.
Chapter 4

Dissimilarity-Based Classification


Abstract  A good problem representation is important for a pattern recognition system to be successful. The traditional approach to statistical pattern recognition is feature representation. More specifically, objects are represented by a number of features in a feature vector space, and classifiers are built in this representation. This is also the general trend in lung parenchyma classification in computed tomography (CT) images, where the features often are measures on feature histograms. Instead, we propose to build normal density based classifiers in dissimilarity representations for lung parenchyma classification. This allows for the classifiers to work on dissimilarities between objects, which might be a more natural way of representing lung parenchyma. In this context, dissimilarity is defined between CT regions of interest (ROI)s. ROIs are represented by their CT attenuation histogram and ROI dissimilarity is defined as a histogram dissimilarity measure between the attenuation histograms. In this setting, the full histograms are utilized according to the chosen histogram dissimilarity measure.

We apply this idea to classification of different emphysema patterns as well as normal, healthy tissue. Two dissimilarity representation approaches as well as different histogram dissimilarity measures are considered. The approaches are evaluated on a set of 168 CT ROIs using normal density based classifiers all showing good performance. Compared to using histogram dissimilarity directly as distance in a k nearest neighbor classifier, which achieves a classification accuracy of 92.9%, the best dissimilarity representation based classifier is significantly better with a classification accuracy of 97.0% (p = 0.046).
4.1 Introduction

The traditional approach to statistical pattern recognition is feature representation. More specifically, objects are represented by a number of features in a feature vector space, and classifiers are built in this representation [24]. This is also the general trend in lung parenchyma classification [12, 65, 87, 102, 111]. Duin et al. motivated the idea of basing classification directly on distances between objects, thereby completely avoiding features [25]. Instead of focusing on finding good features for describing objects, the focus is moved to finding good dissimilarity measures for comparing objects. Dissimilarity representations may be preferable to the traditional feature representation approach, e.g., when there is not enough expert knowledge available to define proper features or when data is high dimensional [68].

Working in a dissimilarity representation of objects, a $k$ nearest neighbor ($k$NN) classifier [43], which is applied directly on distances between objects, is a natural and simple choice. However, there exist techniques that make it possible to use other classifiers such as normal density based classifiers on dissimilarity data [68]. The general idea is to represent data by a distance matrix containing pair-wise dissimilarities between objects, also called dissimilarity representation. From this representation, a feature space is derived in which traditional pattern recognition techniques then can be applied. Embedding of a Euclidean dissimilarity representation into a Euclidean space via classical scaling is one way of doing this [70]. A second approach is to treat the dissimilarity representation as a new data set with the rows being observations and the columns being dimensions in a dissimilarity space. Each dimension in this space measures the dissimilarity to a particular training prototype, and the set of prototypes is called the representation set [68]. A third approach that will not be considered further in this chapter, is embedding in a pseudo-Euclidean space in the case of a non-Euclidean dissimilarity representation [35, 70].

Compared to a density based classifier built in a dissimilarity space, $k$NN has high computational complexity and large storage requirements. In $k$NN, distances to all training set objects need to be computed when classifying novel patterns, and therefore the entire training set needs to be stored. In a dissimilarity space, a few objects can be selected from the training set as prototypes in the representation set, keeping the dimensionality low and only requiring storage of the representation set and the trained classifier. A $k$NN classifier makes the classification decision based only on a local neighborhood, i.e., the $k$ closest prototypes, which makes it sensitive to noise. Density based classifiers in a dissimilarity representation are more global, in the sense that parameters of Gaussian functions are estimated off-line using all available dissimilarity training data while still working in a low dimensional dissimilarity space or embedding, which has a natural smoothing effect. Also, the classification is based on a weighted combination of the dissimilarities between the novel pattern and the prototypes. These weights are estimated using the entire training set and thus “essential” prototypes are given more weight in the classification decision. A density based classifier is therefore expected to achieve better generalization when dealing with a small and noisy data set, especially in cases of normal distributed classes.
Previously, we investigated the use of feature histograms for lung disease pattern classification in computed tomography (CT) using a histogram dissimilarity measure directly as distance in a $k$NN classifier, which showed promising results [92]. In the literature, measures of histograms, such as moments of filter response histograms and measures on co-occurrence matrices, are often used as features in a feature space when classifying lung disease patterns in CT [12,65,87,102,111]. Using only the first few moments of a histogram might discard valuable information. Instead, using the full histogram for classification may improve classification accuracy [60]. This chapter investigates the possible benefit of building classifiers in a histogram dissimilarity representation compared to using histogram dissimilarity directly as distance in a $k$NN classifier. In light of the previous discussions, we see several possible benefits of using a density based classifier trained in a histogram dissimilarity representation for lung parenchyma classification. To our knowledge, this has not been investigated before.

Pekalska et al. have applied dissimilarity representations in numerous standard data sets, including handwritten digits, polygons, road signs, and chromosome band profiles [68,69]. Dissimilarity representations have also been used in various other pattern recognition applications. Trosset et al. used dissimilarity representations for discriminating patients with Alzheimer’s disease from normal elderly subjects in magnetic resonance images. The dissimilarities were based on hippocampal dissimilarity obtained from image registration deformations [98]. In this chapter, we represent images by histograms and construct dissimilarity representations based on histogram dissimilarities, which is an approach also taken by other authors. Bruno et al. used a dissimilarity representation based on symmetrized Kullback-Leibler divergence between RGB histograms for image retrieval [10]. Paclik et al. investigated the use of dissimilarity representations in hyperspectral data classification using various histogram dissimilarity measures [63].

The specific application of this chapter is classification of emphysema subtype and normal tissue in regions of interest (ROI), based on the CT attenuation histogram. Emphysema is a major component of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and is characterized by gradual loss of lung tissue. COPD is a growing health problem worldwide. In the United States alone, it is the fourth leading cause of morbidity and mortality, and it is estimated to become the fifth most burdening disease worldwide by 2020 [77]. Methods for reliable classification of emphysema in lungs are therefore of interest, since they may form the basis for computer-aided diagnosis. CT imaging is gaining more and more attention as a diagnostic tool for COPD, and it is a sensitive method for diagnosing emphysema, assessing its severity, and determining its subtype. Both visual and quantitative CT assessment are closely correlated with the pathological extent of emphysema [84]. Emphysema is usually classified into three subtypes, or patterns, in CT [108], and the two of the three subtypes we focus on in this chapter are the following: centrilobular emphysema (CLE), defined as multiple small low-attenuation areas; and paraseptal emphysema (PSE), defined as multiple low-attenuation areas in a single layer along the pleura often surrounded by interlobular septa visible as thin white walls.
4.2 Methods

This section describes the methodology that we use. Section 4.2.1 briefly describes how the attenuation histograms are computed from the ROIs. Section 4.2.2 describes three different histogram dissimilarity measures used for comparing histograms. Section 4.2.3 describes two dissimilarity representation approaches: the dissimilarity space approach and an embedding approach based on classical scaling. Both are based on a distance matrix that in turn is based on a histogram dissimilarity measure. Finally, Section 4.2.4 describes two classifiers, a linear discriminant and a quadratic discriminant classifier, that both will be trained and tested in the dissimilarity representations.

4.2.1 Histogram estimation

We represent each ROI by its attenuation histogram. The histogram is estimated using non-linear binning by choosing the histogram bins such that the total distribution of the attenuation values in the training set is approximately uniform [60]. All histograms are normalized to sum to one.

4.2.2 Histogram dissimilarity measures

Three histogram dissimilarity measures $L$ are considered: one based on histogram intersection (HI) [95], earth movers distance (EMD) [80], and the $L_2$-norm. HI is given by

$$HI(H, K) = \sum_{i=1}^{N_b} \min(H_i, K_i)$$

where $H \in \mathbb{R}^{N_b}$ and $K \in \mathbb{R}^{N_b}$ are histograms each with $N_b$ bins. $HI(\cdot, \cdot)$ is a similarity measure, and a dissimilarity measure based on this can be obtained by

$$L_{HI}(H, K) = 1 - HI(H, K).$$

(4.1)

All histograms considered in this chapter sum to one, thus $L_{HI}(\cdot, \cdot) \in [0, 1]$. EMD is given by

$$L_{EMD}(H, K) = \sum_{i=1}^{N_b} \sum_{j=1}^{N_b} C_{ij} F_{ij}$$

(4.2)

where $C \in \mathbb{R}^{N_b \times N_b}$ is a ground distance matrix and $F \in \mathbb{R}^{N_b \times N_b}$ is a flow matrix. The flow matrix contains the optimal flows obtained by solving the transportation problem of moving the mass of $H$ such that it matches the mass of $K$. The $L_2$-norm is given by

$$L_2(H, K) = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{N_b} (H_i - K_i)^2}.$$  

(4.3)
4.2.3 Dissimilarity representations

Computing all pairwise dissimilarities \( L \) between the objects from the set \( A = \{a_1, \ldots, a_n\} \) and the set \( B = \{b_1, \ldots, b_m\} \) we obtain the \( n \times m \) dissimilarity, or distance, matrix \([68, 69]\)

\[
D_L(A, B) = \begin{pmatrix}
L(a_1, b_1) & \cdots & L(a_1, b_m) \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
L(a_n, b_1) & \cdots & L(a_n, b_m)
\end{pmatrix}
\]  

(4.4)

Using (4.4) with either (4.1), (4.2), or (4.3) as histogram dissimilarity, we obtain three different distance matrix representations of the data \( D_{L, H}(A, B) \), \( D_{L, EMD}(A, B) \), and \( D_{L, 2}(A, B) \).

Dissimilarity space

One way to utilize the distance matrix (4.4) is by extracting a representation set of prototypes \( R \). Given a training set \( T \), this approach selects a set of objects \( R \subseteq T \) from \( T \). All objects in \( T \) are represented in a dissimilarity space, where the \( i \)'th dimension corresponds to the dissimilarity with prototype \( R_i \in R \), i.e., we compute \( D_L(T, R) \) [68]. Selecting a representation set is conceptually similar to selecting a limited number of prototypes for the \( k \)NN classifier. However, where the prototypes define the \( k \)NN classifier independently of the remaining training set, \( R \) defines a dissimilarity space in which the entire training set is represented and used to train a classifier. The final classifier is therefore expected to be less sensitive to the specific choice of prototypes.

There are different ways of choosing the representation set, e.g., random selection or feature selection methods, in this context searching for prototypes. For simplicity, we will only consider random prototype selection in this chapter. Random selection has previously been found to give reasonable results [70].

Embedding

Instead of selecting prototypes, another approach is to embed \( D_L(T, T) \) in a vector space and reduce the dimensionality of this space. Standard inner product based techniques can be applied in this space.

A \( D_L(T, T) \) based on an Euclidean dissimilarity measure \( L \) can be perfectly embedded in an Euclidean space by classical scaling, which is a distance preserving linear mapping [70]. It is based on the positive definite Gram matrix

\[
G = -\frac{1}{2}J(D_L \odot D_L)J
\]

where \( \odot \) denotes entry-wise matrix multiplication and the centering matrix \( J = I - \frac{1}{n}11^T \) where \( n \) is the number of training set objects and \( 1 = [1, \ldots, 1]^T \in \mathbb{R}^n \). \( G \) is factorized using an eigendecomposition

\[
G = Q\Lambda Q^T
\]
where $\Lambda$ is a diagonal matrix containing eigenvalues ordered by descending magnitude and $Q$ is a matrix containing the corresponding eigenvectors. For $k \leq n$ non-zero eigenvalues, a $k$-dimensional Euclidean embedding is then obtained by

$$E = Q_k \Lambda_k^k$$

(4.5)

where $Q_k \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times k}$ contains the first $k$ leading eigenvectors and $\Lambda_k \in \mathbb{R}^{k \times k}$ contains the square roots of the corresponding eigenvalues.

When $D_L(T, T)$ is based on a non-Euclidean dissimilarity measure, $G$ is not positive definite and therefore has negative eigenvalues. In this case, an Euclidean embedding cannot be obtained using (4.5) since the computations rely on square roots of the eigenvalues. This problem can be addressed by considering only positive eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors in (4.5) [70].

Two of the histogram dissimilarity measures used in this chapter, (4.1) and (4.2), are non-Euclidean and one, (4.3), is Euclidean. When using Euclidean distance, i.e., (4.3), classical scaling recovers the original $n \times N_b$ data matrix from the $n \times n$ distance matrix up to location, reflection, and rotation.

### 4.2.4 Classifiers

Two classifiers are evaluated in the different dissimilarity representations: a linear discriminant classifier (LDC) and a quadratic discriminant classifier (QDC) [24, 43]. These classifiers have previously shown to perform well in dissimilarity spaces [69]. Both are density based classifiers using multivariate Gaussian functions to represent classes $\omega_i = \{\mu_i, \Sigma_i\}$

$$G_i(x; \mu_i, \Sigma_i) = \frac{1}{(2\pi)^{N/2}|\Sigma_i|^{1/2}} \exp \left( -\frac{1}{2}(x - \mu_i)^T \Sigma_i^{-1}(x - \mu_i) \right)$$

where $N$ is the dimensionality of the input space and $x \in \mathbb{R}^N$ is a position in the input space. In LDC, equal class covariance matrices $\Sigma$ are assumed resulting in the following linear discriminant function

$$g_i(x) = x^T \Sigma^{-1} \mu_i - \frac{1}{2} \mu_i^T \Sigma^{-1} \mu_i + \log P(\omega_i)$$

(4.6)

where $\Sigma$ and the class sample means $\mu_i$ are estimated in the dissimilarity representation obtained from $D_L(T, T)$ and $P(\omega_i)$ is the class prior. In QDC, each class covariance matrix $\Sigma_i$ is estimated separately resulting in the following quadratic discriminant function

$$g_i(x) = -\frac{1}{2} \log |\Sigma_i| - \frac{1}{2}(x - \mu_i)^T \Sigma_i^{-1}(x - \mu_i) + \log P(\omega_i).$$

(4.7)

The density based classifiers assigns class $\omega_i$ to observation $x$ according to the maximum discriminant function

$$\hat{g}(x) = \arg \max_i g_i(x).$$

(4.8)
4.3 Experiments and results

The data used for the experiments originates from a set of thin-slice CT images of the thorax. CT was performed using GE equipment (LightSpeed QX/i; GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI, USA) with four detector rows, using the following parameters: In-plane resolution $0.78 \times 0.78$ mm, 1.25 mm slice thickness, tube voltage 140 kV, and tube current 200 milliampere (mA). The slices were reconstructed using a high spatial resolution (bone) algorithm. A population of 25 patients, 8 healthy non-smokers, 4 smokers without COPD, and 13 smokers diagnosed with moderate or severe COPD according to lung function tests [77] were scanned in the upper, middle, and lower lung, resulting in a total of 75 CT slices.

Visual assessment of the leading pattern, either NT, CLE, or PSE, in each of the 75 slices was done individually by an experienced chest radiologist and a CT experienced pulmonologist. 168 non-overlapping ROIs of size $31 \times 31$ pixels were annotated in the slices, representing the three classes: NT (59 observations), CLE (50 observations), and PSE (59 observations). The NT ROIs were annotated in the non-smokers and the CLE and PSE ROIs were annotated in the smokers, within the area(s) of the leading pattern.

Figure 4.1 shows an ROI from each of the three classes, together with the CT slices in which they were annotated, and Figure 4.2 shows the attenuation histograms of all 168 ROIs estimated using the non-linear binning principle described in Section 4.2.1.

4.3.1 Visualizing dissimilarity spaces

Three prototypes are selected at random, one from each class, and the resulting pair-wise dissimilarity spaces are inspected by plotting the dissimilarities between all observations and one prototype versus the dissimilarities between all observations and second prototype. The results can be seen in Figure 4.3. The class separation is already quite good using only two prototypes and it can be expected to be even better when using more than two prototypes. In some cases, there is a tendency to degenerate behavior of the resulting spaces, e.g., in Figure 4.3(f) where the PSE samples almost reside on a line in the two-dimensional dissimilarity space.

4.3.2 Visualizing embeddings

Figure 4.4 shows the eigenvalues derived in the embedding process for $D_{L_{HI}}$, $D_{L_{EMD}}$, and $D_{L_{2}}$ on our data. As seen in Figure 4.4(a) and 4.4(b), the non-Euclidean property of $L_{HI}$ and $L_{EMD}$ is revealed by the presence of negative eigenvalues. The number of eigenvalues that are significantly different from zero is small in all three cases, showing that the intrinsic dimensionality of the three dissimilarity representations of the data is rather low.

Figure 4.5 shows two-dimensional embeddings obtained by using the two eigenvectors with the largest positive eigenvalues. The class separation is generally good in all three representations.
Figure 4.1: Examples slices and ROIs annotated in the same slices. The ROI in 4.1(d) is from 4.1(a) etc.

Figure 4.2: Attenuation histograms estimated from the data. Individual histograms are shown in gray and the mean histogram is shown in black.
Figure 4.3: Examples of dissimilarity spaces obtained using representation sets with two random prototypes.
4.3.3 Classifier stability

We use feature curves for inspecting the stability of the dissimilarity representation based classifiers as a function of the number of dimensions in the representation. That is, as a function of the number of prototypes in \( \mathcal{R} \) and number of retained eigenvectors in \( E \). The feature curves are computed based on thirty repeated random 50%/50% data splits. In these splits, balanced class distributions are ensured by placing half the ROIs representing one class in the training set and the other half in the test set. In each split, the dimension range \( N = [1, 2, \ldots, 30] \) is used in turn by selecting \( N \) random prototypes in the dissimilarity space approach and \( N \) positive eigenvectors in the embedding approach, in both cases from the training set.

Figure 4.6 shows the resulting prototype curves. QDC is more sensitive to the number of dimensions compared to LDC. This phenomenon can be explained by the increasing number of parameters in QDC, which requires more training samples for reliable estimation.
Figure 4.6: Feature curves of dissimilarity representation based LDC and QDC. Standard deviations are shown as dashed lines. The asterisks mark the minimum of each curve. The performance of the best $k$NN classifier, for $k = [1, \ldots, 5]$, using the training set as prototypes and the histogram dissimilarity in question as distance is also shown for reference as a horizontal line.
4.3.4 Classifier accuracy

The classification accuracy is evaluated using leave-one-out error estimation on the 168 ROIs, and the following classifier setups are evaluated:

- $k$-NN using histogram dissimilarity measure $L$ as distance. $k = [1, 2, \ldots, 5]$, $L = \{L_{HI}, L_{EMD}, L_2\}$.
- Classifier $C$ in a dissimilarity space defined by random representation set selection from distance matrix $D_L$. $C = \{LDC, QDC\}$, $D_L = \{D_{LHI}, D_{L_{EMD}}, D_{L_2}\}$.
- Classifier $C$ in an embedding of a distance matrix $D_L$. $C = \{LDC, QDC\}$, $D_L = \{D_{LHI}, D_{L_{EMD}}, D_{L_2}\}$.

The number of bins in the non-linear attenuation histogram is chosen as $N_b = \lceil \sqrt[3]{N_p} \rceil$, where $N_p$ is the number of pixels in the ROI. In calculating $L_{EMD}$, the ground distance matrix, $C$ in (4.2), is constructed such that the distance between two neighboring bins the attenuation histograms is one. More generally, the ground distance between bin $i$ and bin $j$ is $C_{ij} = |i - j|$. Further, we use the EMD implementation by Rubner [79]. The LDC and QDC class priors, $P(\omega_i)$ in (4.6) and (4.7), are estimated from data. The dimensionality of the dissimilarity spaces in all classifier setups is, somewhat arbitrarily, fixed to seven. All dissimilarity representation based classifiers perform reasonably well at this dimensionality according to the feature curves in Figure 4.6. The experiments are carried out in Matlab using the PRToolBox toolbox [26].

In general, all the classifiers perform well, see Table 4.1, with classification accuracies in the range $88.3\% - 97.0\%$. Using the dissimilarity space approach with randomly chosen prototypes generally performs worse than using $k$-NN with histogram dissimilarity as distance directly. However, the embedding approach shows very promising results, especially when $L_{EMD}$ is used as histogram dissimilarity. The best estimated classification accuracy of $97.0\%$ is achieved using LDC in the approximate embedding of $D_{L_{EMD}}$, and this is significantly better than the best $k$-NN with histogram dissimilarity as distance according to a McNemar’s test [20] ($p = 0.046$).

4.4 Discussion and conclusions

The best dissimilarity representation based classifier achieves a classification accuracy of $97.0\%$, and this is significantly better ($p = 0.046$) than the best $k$-NN classifier with histogram dissimilarity as distance, which achieved an accuracy of $92.9\%$. Generally, the embedding based classifiers perform slightly better than both the $k$-NN and the dissimilarity space classifiers. Further, dissimilarity space based QDC, using only seven prototypes, performed similar to $k$-NN. These results suggest that building classifiers in a dissimilarity representation, especially by embedding, is beneficial in the demonstrated application. The improved accuracy can be due to several factors. Firstly, a density based classifier built in a dissimilarity representation is more global, making use of all available training data in the classification decision, as opposed to
a $k$NN classifier, which classifies only based on the $k$ nearest prototypes. Second, in the embedding, the classes seem to be approximately normal distributed, see Figure 4.5, which fits well with normal density based classifiers like LCD and QDC.

Accuracies previously reported in the literature on lung parenchyma classification in CT including at least one type of emphysema, and using measures of feature histograms as features in a feature space, are generally lower and lie in the range $76\%-93.5\%$ [12, 65, 87, 102, 111]. These results are not directly comparable due to differences in the data, the choice of classes, etc. Nevertheless, the high accuracies of our experiments indicate that using the full feature histogram is beneficial and that a dissimilarity representation on histogram dissimilarities is a good way of utilizing the full feature histogram information.

In this chapter, we evaluated the dissimilarity space approach by drawing random prototypes for simplicity. However, prototype selection could be used instead, as in [69], which could improve the performance of the representation set approach. Another possibility would be to draw the prototypes at random on class-level such that an equal amount of prototypes from each class are present in the representation set.

QDC, and to some degree also LDC, showed unstable behavior in high dimensional dissimilarity spaces and embeddings, as seen in the feature curves in Figure 4.6. This problem could be addressed by regularizing the estimated covariance matrices, allowing a larger number of dimensions to be used [43]. This could possibly improve the classification accuracy.

A natural next step would be to try dissimilarity representations based on other

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>$L_{HI}$</th>
<th>$L_{EMD}$</th>
<th>$L_2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1NN</td>
<td>91.7</td>
<td>92.9</td>
<td>92.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2NN</td>
<td>91.1</td>
<td>91.1</td>
<td>91.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kNN using $L$ as distance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3NN</td>
<td>92.9</td>
<td>91.1</td>
<td>92.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4NN</td>
<td>92.3</td>
<td>90.5</td>
<td>91.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5NN</td>
<td>91.1</td>
<td>89.3</td>
<td>91.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissimilarity space</td>
<td>LDC</td>
<td>88.6 ($\pm 1.0$)</td>
<td>88.3 ($\pm 1.7$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QDC</td>
<td>93.1 ($\pm 1.1$)</td>
<td>90.1 ($\pm 2.0$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embedding</td>
<td>LDC</td>
<td>91.1</td>
<td>97.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QDC</td>
<td>94.1</td>
<td>95.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Results of the leave-one-out evaluation. The reported performance of the dissimilarity space experiments is an average of ten repeated leave-one-out experiments where the representation set is drawn at random each time. The same random representation set is used for all tested configurations. The standard deviations of these experiments are shown in parenthesis.
feature histograms than the attenuation histogram. For example, feature histograms
describing local structure like local binary patterns [92] or other types of features
previously used in lung parenchyma classification [12, 65, 87, 102, 111]. Combining the
attenuation histogram and feature histograms describing local structure in a dissimi-
larit y representation might improve performance.

In conclusion, we explore the use of normal density based classifiers built in a
dissimilarity representation for lung parenchyma classification. Two different dissim-
ilarity representation approaches are considered; embedding by classical scaling and
the dissimilarity space approach, and dissimilarity representations based on different
histogram dissimilarity measures are tried out. Two classifiers, LDC and QDC, are
evaluated in the dissimilarity representations, and the best dissimilarity representa-
tion based classifier performed significantly better than using histogram dissimilarity
directly as distance in a kNN classifier. A histogram dissimilarity representation
allows for utilizing full feature histograms in classification, and through this repre-
sentation, normal density based classifiers can be trained on histogram dissimilarity
data. Further, sophisticated histogram dissimilarity measures, like the earth movers
distance, fit naturally into this framework.
Chapter 5

Dissimilarity-Based Multiple Instance Learning


Abstract In this chapter, we propose to solve multiple instance learning problems using a dissimilarity representation of the objects. Once the dissimilarity space has been constructed, the problem is turned into a standard supervised learning problem that can be solved with a general purpose supervised classifier. This approach is less restrictive than kernel-based approaches and therefore allows for the usage of a wider range of proximity measures. Two conceptually different types of dissimilarity measures are considered: one based on point set distance measures and one based on the earth movers distance between distributions of within- and between set point distances, thereby taking relations within and between sets into account. Experiments on five publicly available data sets show competitive performance in terms of classification accuracy compared to previously published results.
5.1 Introduction

In multiple instance learning (MIL), complex objects are represented by sets of “sub-objects” where only the sets have an associated label, not the sub-objects. Following MIL terminology, the sets are termed bags and the sub-objects are termed instances. This kind of problem might, e.g., arise in medical image classification where a subject is known to suffer from a certain disease, but it is not clear exactly which regions in the associated medical image that contain the corresponding pathology. In this case, local image patches are the instances, the whole image is the bag, and the label of the bag is either ill or healthy.

The traditional approach to solving MIL problems involves explicit learning of a decision boundary in instance space that separates the instances capturing the concept from the remaining instances [21, 56]. A bag is then classified based on whether it contains an instance falling in this area. An alternative instance space approach involves labeling all instances with the same label as the bag they belong to. The problem is then treated as a standard supervised learning problem where all instances are classified in instance space, ultimately disregarding the multiple instance aspect of the original problem, and a bag is classified by combining the individual instance classifications in that bag [11].

The above mentioned approaches treat instances in the same bag independently in the learning step thereby disregarding potentially useful information. In some MIL problems, instances from the same bag collectively constitute that bag and should as such all contribute to the classification of that bag. Several authors have looked into using this information by applying learning at bag level with kernel-based methods. To name a few: Andrews et al. reformulated a support vector machine (SVM) optimization problem to operate directly on MIL problems at bag level [1]. Gärtner et al., Tao et al., and Zhou et al. designed specialized kernels for MIL problems and used standard SVMs with these kernels [33, 96, 114]. Chen et al. represented bags in an $n$-dimensional space where each dimension was the similarity between one of the $n$ instances in the training set and the closest instance in a bag. Then a 1-norm SVM was used to simultaneously select the relevant features, or instances, and train a bag classifier [15].

In this chapter, we propose to use the dissimilarity representation approach to learning [68] for solving MIL problems at the bag level. Once the bag dissimilarity space has been constructed, the problem is turned into a standard supervised learning problem that can be solved with a general purpose supervised classifier. This is a proximity-based approach as are kernel-based methods, however, the dissimilarity representation approach does not require Mercer kernels as do kernel-based methods. A broader range of proximity measures, such as well known measures in pattern recognition like the Hausdorff distance and the single linkage distance, can therefore be used for solving MIL problems with this approach. We further propose, not only to consider all instances collectively in bag classification, but also to consider the relations among the instances within and between bags. This is similar in spirit to [114] where graphs capturing instance relations were constructed and used in a
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SVM with a graph kernel [33]. A novel non-Mercer bag dissimilarity measure that is based on the earth mover's distance (EMD) between instance distance distributions is proposed for this purpose. Compared to the graph kernel approach used in [114], the proposed bag dissimilarity measure is less rigid since distributions of instance distances are considered instead.

Dissimilarity-based learning has previously been applied in MIL. Wang and Zucker applied the \(k\) nearest neighbor (kNN) classifier to MIL problems by using the Hausdorff distance between the instances in two bags as the distance between these bags [107]. They showed that this was not sufficient to get good performance on the classical MIL data sets MUSK1 and MUSK2 [21], due to noise in the presence of negative instances in the positive bags, and suggested two adaptations of kNN instead. A key observation is that kNN using Hausdorff distance between instances is working on dissimilarities between bags, and one way of arriving at a more global and robust decision rule when dissimilarities between objects are available is via a dissimilarity representation [68]. Building a global classifier like the Fisher linear discriminant classifier (Fisher) on such a representation leads to a global decision rule that uses a weighted combination of the dissimilarities to all training set objects in classification. This means better utilization of the available training data, with possibly increased accuracy and less sensitivity to noise.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Sections 5.2 and 5.3 briefly describe the MIL problem and the dissimilarity representation approach to learning. Section 5.4 presents two conceptually different types of dissimilarity measures between bags of instances. The first type is points set distance measures and the second type is based on EMD between distributions of instance distances within- and between bags. The proposed approach is evaluated by training and testing traditional supervised classifiers on dissimilarity representations of five publicly available MIL data sets. This is reported in Section 5.5. Finally, Section 5.6 provides a discussion and conclusions.

5.2 Multiple instance learning in short

In MIL [21], an object \(x_i\) is represented by a set, or bag, \(B_i = \{x_{ij}\}_{n_i}\) of \(n_i\) instances \(x_{ij}\), and a label \(Y_i = \{+1, -1\}\) is associated with the entire bag. There are no labels \(y_{ij}\) associated directly with the instances, only indirectly via the label of the bag. This is different from standard supervised learning where objects are represented by a single instance, i.e., \(B_i = x_i\) and all instances therefore are directly labeled. The bag labels are interpreted in the following way in the original MIL formulation [21]: if \(Y_i = -1\), then \(\forall x_{ij} \in B_i : y_{ij} = -1\). If \(Y_i = +1\), then \(\exists x_{ij} \in B_i : y_{ij} = +1\). In other words, if a bag is labeled as positive, then at least one instance in that bag is a positive example of the underlying concept. This formulation can be relaxed to cope with a large and noisy set of instances by requiring that a positive bag contains a number or fraction of positive instances instead. In this chapter, we only consider two-class problems, but MIL can also be generalized to multi-class problems.
5.3 Dissimilarity representations in short

Objects $x$ are traditionally represented by feature vectors in a feature vector space, and classifiers are built in this space. Alternatively, one can represent the objects by their pair-wise dissimilarities $d(x_i, x_j)$ and build classifiers on the obtained dissimilarity representation [68]. From the matrix of pair-wise object dissimilarities $D = [d(x_i, x_j)]_{n \times n}$ computed from a set of objects $\{x_1, \ldots, x_n\}$, there are different ways of arriving at a feature vector space where traditional vector space methods can be applied. In this chapter, we consider the dissimilarity space approach [68].

Given a training set $T = \{x_1, \ldots, x_n\}$, a subset $R = \{p_1, \ldots, p_k\} \subseteq T$ called the representation set containing prototype objects $p_i$ is selected. An object $x$ is represented with respect to $R$ by the vector $D(x, R) = [d(x, p_1), \ldots, d(x, p_k)]$ of dissimilarities computed between $x$ and the prototypes in $R$. This $k$-dimensional vector space based on $R$ is called a dissimilarity space, and it is in this space that we propose to solve MIL problems at the bag level. In this chapter, we apply learning in the full dissimilarity space, i.e., $R = T$.

5.4 Bag dissimilarity space

The idea we propose is to map the bags into a dissimilarity space $D(\cdot, R = \{B_i\}_k)$. Here the bags are represented as single objects, positioned with respect to their dissimilarities to the prototype bags in $R$. In this space, the MIL problem can be considered as a standard supervised classification problem where each object $x_i = B_i$ has label $Y_i$ and general purpose supervised classifiers can be directly applied. The separation of the bags in the obtained dissimilarity space is very much dependent on the choice of bag dissimilarity measure $d(B_i, B_j)$. In the following, we present two conceptually different types of dissimilarity measures for bags of instances.

5.4.1 Point set distance measures

The instances $x$ reside in a common space and bags $B$ can therefore be thought of as sets of objects in this space. In the case of vectorial instances, these objects are points in a vector space. This leads to the idea of computing dissimilarities between bags using point set distance measures. In this chapter, we experiment with the minimum distance

$$d_{\text{min}}(B_i, B_j) = \min_{p,q} ||x_{ip} - x_{jq}||_2$$

and the Hausdorff distance

$$d_H(B_i, B_j) = \max\{d_{\text{dir}}(B_i, B_j), d_{\text{dir}}(B_j, B_i)\}$$

which is based on the directed distance $d_{\text{dir}}(B_i, B_j) = \max_p \min_q ||x_{ip} - x_{jq}||_2$. These point set distance measures were also used in a modified $k$NN classifier in [107].

Both point set distance measures (5.1) and (5.2) use the distance between two single instances in the end. These measures may therefore be sensitive to noisy instances, and they are in general insensitive to the number of positive instances in a
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Figure 5.1: Left: Illustration of two similar bag class distributions where one of the distributions, typically the positive bag distribution, has an extra mode corresponding to the positive instances. Right: Distributions of instance distances, from top to bottom: within bag instance distances in a bag from the class with no additional mode, typically the negative class; within bag instance distances in a bag from the class with an additional mode, typically the positive class. Notice the extra “bump” in the distribution; instance distances between two bags, one from each class.

positive bag. This may not be desirable when constructing a bag dissimilarity representation, and taking more information about the instances in a bag into account in the bag dissimilarity measure may lead to a better representation of the bags.

5.4.2 Measures based on between- and within bag instance distances

Zhou et al. conjectured that instances in a bag are rarely independently and identically distributed and that relations among the instances may convey important information when applying learning at bag level [114]. In a similar spirit, we propose two bag dissimilarity measures that take relations among instances into account, or more precisely, the distribution of instance distances within a bag and between bags. It is assumed that the instances in the two bag classes follow distributions in the common instance space that are very similar, with the slight difference that one distribution contains additional modes capturing the concept(s). This situation is illustrated, for one additional mode, to the left in Figure 5.1. This could, e.g., be the situation in a MIL problem in medical image classification where the positive medical images contain lesions surrounded by healthy tissue whereas the negative images only contain healthy tissue. The additional mode in one of the bag class distributions gives rise to an extra “bump” in the distribution of instance distances within bags from that class, compared to bags from the other class, as illustrated to the right in Figure 5.1. Further, the bump can also be seen in the histogram of instance distances computed between bags from the two classes.

We propose to use the within bag instance distance histograms $H_{B_i}$ and $H_{B_j}$, computed from bag $B_i$ and $B_j$, respectively, and the between bag instance distance
histogram $H_{B_i, B_j}$, computed between bag $B_i$ and $B_j$. The bag dissimilarity measure is then computed as the pair-wise histogram dissimilarity $d_{i,j} = d(H_{B_i}, H_{B_j})$. $d_{i,j}$ can be seen as the directed dissimilarity from $B_i$ to $B_j$. The maximum and the mean of the directed dissimilarities from each of the two bags are proposed as two symmetric dissimilarity measures for bags

$$d_{BW \text{ max}}(B_i, B_j) = \max\{d_{i,j}, d_{j,i}\} \quad (5.3)$$

and

$$d_{BW \text{ mean}}(B_i, B_j) = \frac{1}{2}(d_{i,j} + d_{j,i}). \quad (5.4)$$

The histogram dissimilarities are computed using EMD [80] between the normalized empirical distributions. For one-dimensional histograms $H = [h_1, \ldots, h_n]^T$ and $K = [k_1, \ldots, k_n]^T$ of equal number of bins $n$ and equal mass, EMD can be computed as the L1-norm between the cumulative histograms of $H$ and $K$: $d_{EMD}(H, K) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} |\sum_{j\leq i} h_j - \sum_{j\leq i} k_j|$.

### 5.4.3 A second dissimilarity space

Initial experiments showed that linear classifiers performed poorly when built on the obtained bag dissimilarity representations whereas the nearest neighbor classifier (1NN) performed quite well. This indicates that the bags are separated in the obtained dissimilarity representations, but that the decision boundaries between the positive bags and the negative bags are complicated and non-linear, and/or that the class distributions are multi-modal in these new representations. An extra preprocessing step is therefore done before applying linear classifiers. From $D(\cdot, X)$ computed on the full data set $X$, a new dissimilarity representation $D2$ is constructed such that $D2(x_i, x_j) = ||D(x_i, X) - D(x_j, X)||_2, \forall x_i, x_j \in X$. The linear classifiers are built on this representation. This is a transductive learning approach since all objects are used to construct the representation $D2$. It is, however, important to note that the labels of the objects are not considered in this construction. Tao et al. also used transductive learning to solve MIL problems [96].

### 5.5 Experiments and results

The proposed approach is evaluated on the two standard data sets in MIL, namely MUSK1 and MUSK2 originally used in [21], and on three recently published image retrieval data sets [1].

#### 5.5.1 MUSK1 and MUSK2

These are the standard MIL data sets, and they consist of descriptions of aromatic molecules that have been labeled according to whether they smell “musky” or not. A bag represents a molecule, and the instances in a bag are low energy shapes of the molecule described by 166-dimensional feature vectors. The MUSK1 data set
comprises 47 positive bags and 45 negative bags, and each bag is represented by 2 to 40 instances. The MUSK2 data set comprises 39 positive bags and 63 negative bags, and each bag is represented by 1 to 1044 instances. The data was obtained from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [5], and we refer to this source as well as to [21] for further information about the data.

5.5.2 Image retrieval

This data comprises three data sets that are subsets of the Corel data set. Each data set consists of 100 positive bags, or example images; elephant, fox, or tiger, and 100 negative bags, or background images, which are randomly drawn from a pool of photos of other animals. Each image is represented by 2-13 instances (apart from a single image in the tiger data set that is represented by a single instance), which are 230-dimensional feature vectors describing the color, texture and shape in subsegments of the image. The data was obtained from the homepage associated with [1] and we refer to these sources for further information about the data.

5.5.3 Evaluation

The proposed dissimilarity representations are evaluated by training and testing three supervised classifiers on the bags in the given dissimilarity space. These classifiers are: 1NN; SVM with a linear kernel $K(x_i, x_j) = x_i^T x_j$ where $x_i = D2(B_i, X)$ and trade-off parameter $C = 1$; and Fisher. For 1NN and Fisher we use the pattern recognition toolbox PRTools [26], and for SVM we use LIBSVM [14].

Classification accuracies are estimated using leave-one-out and 10-fold cross-validation, since these are commonly used performance measures in the MIL literature [1, 11, 21, 33, 56, 107, 114]. 10-fold cross-validation is sometimes performed once and sometimes the average of a repeated number of 10-fold cross-validation procedures is reported. Here we perform one 10-fold cross-validation. The results are presented in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 where also previously published results are reported.

The classification accuracies of 1NN are quite close to the ones previously reported in the literature. The high 1NN classification accuracies on the MUSK1 and MUSK2 data set indicate that the bags are well separated in the obtained bag dissimilarity space defined by $D$. Fisher performs poorly when built on $D$ with an average classification accuracy of 62.1% whereas SVM performs decent when built on $D$ with an average classification accuracy of 78.4%. However, building them on a second dissimilarity representation $D2$ constructed from $D$, as described in Section 5.4.3, improves performance considerably for Fisher with an average absolute increase of 19.3% and slightly for SVM with an average absolute increase of 4%. 1NN performs slightly worse when applied to $D2$ compared to $D$, and the numbers reported in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 for 1NN are therefore based on $D$. SVM and Fisher generally perform better than 1NN. We also tried $k$NN with $k$ optimized using cross-validation on the training set in each fold which achieved similar performance to 1NN.

\footnote{http://www.cs.columbia.edu/~andrews/mil/datasets.html}
### Table 5.1: Classification accuracy on the MUSK1 and MUSK2 data set, reported as leave-one-out / ten-fold cross-validation. Accuracies reported in the literature are shown in the bottom part of the table. Cases in the literature where the classification accuracy is not reported using leave-one-out or ten-fold cross-validation are marked with "-". The highest accuracy among the dissimilarity representation-based classifiers as well as the highest accuracy in general is marked in boldface in each column.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Bag dissimilarity measure</th>
<th>MUSK1</th>
<th>MUSK2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1NN (on (D))</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d_{\text{min}}) (5.1)</td>
<td>90.2 / 91.3</td>
<td>86.9 / 84.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d_H) (5.2)</td>
<td>88.0 / 87.9</td>
<td>86.1 / 82.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d_{\text{BW max}}) (5.3)</td>
<td>85.8 / 86.9</td>
<td>82.8 / 77.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d_{\text{BW mean}}) (5.4)</td>
<td>89.1 / 91.2</td>
<td>85.3 / 80.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM (on (D_2))</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d_{\text{min}}) (5.1)</td>
<td>90.0 / 90.1</td>
<td>92.2 / 87.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d_H) (5.2)</td>
<td>88.0 / 88.0</td>
<td>91.2 / 85.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d_{\text{BW max}}) (5.3)</td>
<td>89.1 / 89.0</td>
<td>82.2 / 88.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d_{\text{BW mean}}) (5.4)</td>
<td>91.2 / 89.0</td>
<td>85.3 / 85.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fisher (on (D_2))</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d_{\text{min}}) (5.1)</td>
<td>90.1 / 90.1</td>
<td>93.5 / 92.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d_H) (5.2)</td>
<td>88.0 / 86.9</td>
<td>90.3 / 88.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d_{\text{BW max}}) (5.3)</td>
<td>90.1 / 87.9</td>
<td>87.7 / 87.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d_{\text{BW mean}}) (5.4)</td>
<td>91.2 / 91.2</td>
<td>89.8 / 90.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>citation-kNN [107]</td>
<td></td>
<td>92.4 / -</td>
<td>86.3 / -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iterated discrim APR [21]</td>
<td></td>
<td>- / 92.4</td>
<td>- / 89.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diverse density [56]</td>
<td></td>
<td>- / 88.9</td>
<td>- / 82.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mi-SVM [1]</td>
<td></td>
<td>- / 87.4</td>
<td>- / 83.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI-SVM [1]</td>
<td></td>
<td>- / 77.9</td>
<td>- / 84.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM polynomial minimax kernel [33]</td>
<td>92.4 / -</td>
<td>86.3 / -</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM MI kernel [33]</td>
<td></td>
<td>87.0 / -</td>
<td>92.2 / -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILES [15]</td>
<td></td>
<td>86.3 / 87.0</td>
<td>87.7 / 93.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k_{\text{emph}}) transduction [96]</td>
<td>- / 91.2</td>
<td>- / 90.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k_{\text{emph}^\text{∨}}) transduction [96]</td>
<td>- / 90.2</td>
<td>- / 92.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIGraph [114]</td>
<td></td>
<td>- / 90.0</td>
<td>- / 90.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miGraph [114]</td>
<td></td>
<td>- / 88.9</td>
<td>- / 90.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Accuracies reported in the literature are shown in the bottom part of the table. Cases in the literature where the classification accuracy is not reported using leave-one-out or ten-fold cross-validation are marked with "-". The highest accuracy among the dissimilarity representation-based classifiers as well as the highest accuracy in general is marked in boldface in each column.
Across all five data sets, SVM and Fisher built on dissimilarity representations show excellent performance. On the MUSK1 and MUSK2 data set, the classifiers achieve accuracies close to the best reported accuracies in the literature. On the image retrieval data sets, SVM with a linear kernel, as well as Fisher, perform better than the SVM’s adapted to MIL problems [1] in two out of three data sets. This indicates that taking instance relations into account is beneficial in this kind of problems, as is also seen in [114].

5.6 Discussions and conclusions

The linear classifiers built on the proposed dissimilarity representations performed better than the best results in the MIL literature in some cases, and in the remaining cases close to the best published results [1,15,21,33,56,96,107,114]. It should be noted that the classifiers were applied “off the shelf” and that, e.g., the trade-off parameter $C$ in SVM was not tuned by cross-validation but fixed to 1. Also, the classifiers were trained and tested in dissimilarity spaces of dimension equal to the number of training samples. This is no problem for SVM. For Fisher, the pseudo-inverse was used. It may be possible to obtain even better results than the ones reported in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 by proper regularization or by reducing the dimensionality of the dissimilarity space, e.g., by prototype selection [69].
SVM shows worse than random performance on some of the image retrieval data sets, in particular when built on the dissimilarity representation obtained using the Hausdorff distance, $d_H$, on the fox data set. This could be caused by a strong class overlap in the dissimilarity space. This is also indicated by the fact that both 1NN and Fisher perform worse on this representation compared to the other representations.

The minimum point set distance, $d_{\text{min}}$, works well as bag dissimilarity measure. Similar results were reported in [107]. This is somewhat surprising since classes are expected to be overlapping in MIL due to positive bags also containing negative instances. The explanation is that the distribution of the positive instances is more dense compared to the negative instances in the used data sets, and therefore a bag containing at least one positive instance is more likely to be close to another bag containing at least one positive instance than to a bag containing only negative instances.

To conclude, we have shown that the dissimilarity representation approach can be used to solve MIL problems. Global decision rules in the form of general purpose supervised linear classifiers built in a bag dissimilarity space achieves excellent classification accuracies on publicly available MIL data sets. The approach is general, and we see this as a promising direction that allows for using a wider range of proximity measures between bags in solving MIL problems compared to the popular kernel-based approaches. Further, there are indications that taking relations among instances into account improves the performance on certain MIL problems, such as the image retrieval problems.

Abstract In this chapter, we propose to classify medical images using dissimilarities computed between a collection of regions of interest. The images are mapped into a dissimilarity space using an image dissimilarity measure, and a standard vector based classifier is applied in this space. The classification output of this approach can be used in computer aided-diagnosis problems where the goal is to detect the presence of abnormal regions or to quantify the extent and severity of abnormalities in these regions. The proposed approach is applied to quantify chronic obstructive pulmonary disease in computed tomography (CT) images, achieving an area under the receiver operating characteristic curve of 0.817. This is significantly better compared to combining individual region classifications into an overall image classification, and compared to common computerized quantitative measures in pulmonary CT.
6.1 Introduction

Quantification of abnormality in medical images often involves classification of regions of interest (ROIs), and combination of individual ROI classification outputs into one global measure of disease for the entire image [3,58,65,78,89,93,105]. These measures may, e.g., express a probability of the presence of certain abnormalities or reflect the amount or severity of disease.

A global image measure based on the fusion of several independent ROI classifications disregards the fact that the ROIs belong to a certain image in the classification step. Moreover, in some cases only global image labels are available, while the images are still represented by ROIs in order to capture localized abnormalities. In some studies, this is handled by propagating the image label to the ROIs within that image, which again allows fusion of individual ROI classifications, to obtain a global image measure [3,78,89]. However, an image showing abnormality will generally comprise both healthy and abnormal regions, and the above approach, incorrectly, labels ROIs without abnormality in such an image as abnormal.

In this chapter, we propose to classify medical images using dissimilarities computed directly between the images, where the images are represented by a collection of regions. In this approach, all ROIs in an image contribute when that image is compared to other images, thereby taking into account that the ROIs collectively constitute that image. Further, problems where only a global image label is available are handled automatically since the classification is done at the image level. The images are mapped into a dissimilarity space [68] in which a standard vector space-based classifier can be directly applied, and the soft output of this classifier is used as quantitative measure of disease. The measure used to compute the dissimilarity between two images is the crucial component in this approach, and we evaluate five different image dissimilarity measures in the experiments.

The proposed approach is applied to quantify chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) in volumetric pulmonary computed tomography (CT) images using texture. Several general purpose classifiers built in the obtained image dissimilarity spaces are evaluated and compared to image classification by fusion of individual ROI classifications as was used in [89].

6.2 Image dissimilarity space

We propose to represent a set of images \(\{I_1, \ldots, I_n\}\) by their pair-wise dissimilarities \(d(I_i, I_j)\) and build classifiers on the obtained dissimilarity representation [68]. From the matrix of pair-wise image dissimilarities \(D = [d(I_i, I_j)]_{n \times n}\) computed from the set of images, there exist different ways of arriving at a feature vector space where traditional vector space methods can be applied. In this chapter, we consider the dissimilarity space approach [68]. An image dissimilarity space is constructed of dimension equal to the size of the training set \(|T| = |\{J_1, \ldots, J_m\}| = m\), where each dimension corresponds to the dissimilarity to a certain training set image \(J\). All images \(I\) are represented as single points in this space, and are positioned according
to their dissimilarities to the training set images \( D(I, T) = [d(I, J_1), \ldots, d(I, J_m)] \).

The image dissimilarity measure is a function from two images, represented as sets of ROIs, to a non-negative scalar \( d(\cdot, \cdot) : \mathcal{P}(S) \times \mathcal{P}(S) \to \mathbb{R}_+ \) where \( S \) is the set of ROIs and \( \mathcal{P}(S) \) is the power set of \( S \). It is in this part of the proposed approach that the ROIs are taken collectively into account.

### 6.3 Image dissimilarity measures

The main issue in obtaining the image dissimilarity space, is the definition of \( d(\cdot, \cdot) \). Since the application in this chapter is quantification of COPD in pulmonary CT images based on textural appearance in the ROIs, we will focus on image dissimilarity measures suitable for this purpose. In texture-based classification of lung tissue, the texture is sometimes assumed stationary [65, 78, 89, 93]. We will make the same assumption and, therefore, disregard the spatial location of the ROIs within the lungs. The following are then desirable properties of an image dissimilarity measure for quantification of abnormality:

1. Spatial location within the image does not matter. ROIs should be compared solely based on the textural appearance within those regions.

2. The amount of diseased tissue does matter. An image with many abnormal regions is more diseased than an image with few abnormal regions.

3. The appearance of abnormal tissue does matter. Two images with abnormal regions of the same size but with different types of abnormality should be considered different.

A simple and straightforward image dissimilarity measure between two images, \( I_1 \) and \( I_2 \), having the above properties is the sum of all pair-wise ROI dissimilarities:

\[
d_{\text{sum}}(I_1, I_2) = \sum_{i,j} \Delta(x_{1i}, x_{2j}) \quad (6.1)
\]

where \( x_{1i} \) is the \( i \)’th ROI in \( I_1 \) and \( \Delta(\cdot, \cdot) \) is a texture appearance dissimilarity measure between two ROIs. However, when all ROIs in one image are compared to all ROIs in the other image, the discriminative information of abnormality present in only a few ROIs may be lost. One way to avoid this is to match every ROI in one image with the most similar ROI in the other image. This is the minimum sum distance [29]:

\[
d_{\text{ms}}(I_1, I_2) = \sum_i \min_j \Delta(x_{1i}, x_{2j}) + \sum_j \min_i \Delta(x_{2j}, x_{1i}). \quad (6.2)
\]

However, this image dissimilarity measure allows several ROIs in one image to be matched with the same ROI in the other image. This may not be desirable for quantifying abnormality since an image with a small abnormal area is considered similar to an image with a large abnormal area. The image dissimilarity measure...
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Figure 6.1: Illustration of the graph considered when computing the dissimilarity between two images, \( I_1 \) and \( I_2 \), in (6.4). All edges have an associated weight \( \Delta(x_{1i}, x_{2j}) \) that expresses the textural dissimilarity between the two corresponding ROIs \( x_{1i} \) and \( x_{2j} \). The edges in the perfect matching with minimum weight \( M^* \) are shown as solid lines, and the remaining edges, not in \( M^* \), are shown as dashed lines.

The dissimilarity between two images, or sets of ROIs, \( I_1 = \{x_{1i}\}_n \) and \( I_2 = \{x_{2i}\}_n \), can be expressed as the minimum linear sum assignment between the two sets according to \( \Delta(\cdot, \cdot) \). This can be seen as assigning the ROIs in one set to the ROIs in the other set in a way such that the two sets are as similar as possible while only allowing one-to-one matchings. Let \( G = (I_1 \cup I_2, E) \) be a weighted undirected bipartite graph with node sets \( I_1 \) and \( I_2 \) where \( |I_1| = |I_2| = n \), edge set \( E = \{\{x_{1i}, x_{2j}\} : i, j = 1, \ldots, n\} \), and with weight \( \Delta(x_{1i}, x_{2j}) \) associated with each edge \( \{x_{1i}, x_{2j}\} \in E \). The resulting graph is illustrated in Figure 6.1. A subset \( M \) of \( E \) is called a perfect matching, or assignment, if every node of \( G \) is incident with exactly one edge from \( M \). The perfect matching with minimum weight \( M^* \) is given by

\[
M^* = \arg\min_M \sum_{(x_{1i}, x_{2j}) \in M} \Delta(x_{1i}, x_{2j}) : M \text{ is a perfect matching.} \tag{6.3}
\]
This problem can be solved efficiently using the Hungarian algorithm [50]. The resulting image dissimilarity measure is thus

\[ d_{la}(I_1, I_2) = \sum_{(x_{1i}, x_{2j}) \in M^*} \Delta(x_{1i}, x_{2j}) \]  

(6.4)

where \( M^* \) is obtained via (6.3). No normalization is needed since the images contain an equal amount of ROIs, i.e., \( n \) ROIs. Although not used in this chapter, the formulation can also be relaxed to handle images containing a varying number of ROIs. This will result in an image dissimilarity measure that does not obey the triangle inequality due to partial matches of images. However, this is no problem in the dissimilarity space approach.

6.4 Experiments

6.4.1 Data

The data consists of 296 low-dose volumetric CT images from the Danish Lung Cancer Screening Trial with the following scan parameters: tube voltage 120 kV, exposure 40 mAs, slice thickness 1 mm, and in-plane resolution ranging from 0.72 to 0.78 mm. 144 images are from subjects diagnosed as healthy and 152 images are from subjects diagnosed with moderate to very severe COPD. Both groups are diagnosed according to spirometry [77].

6.4.2 Evaluation

The image dissimilarity-based approach is applied by building classifiers in the CT image dissimilarity spaces using \( d(\cdot, \cdot) \). This is compared to using \( d(\cdot, \cdot) \) directly as distance in a \( k \) nearest neighbor classifier (kNN), which for \( k = 1 \) corresponds to template matching, and to fusing individual ROI classifications for image classification [89]. A posterior probability for each image being positive is obtained using leave-one-out estimation, and receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis is used to evaluate the different methods by means of the area under the ROC curve (AUC). The CT image dissimilarity spaces considered in each leave-out trial are of dimension equal to the size of the training set, i.e., 295-dimensional.

Apart from the three image dissimilarity measures described in Section 6.3, (6.1), (6.2), and (6.4), we also experiment with the Hausdorff distance [29], \( d_h \). This is a classical point set distance measure that do not obey the second property described in Section 6.3, since it ultimately rely on the dissimilarity between two single ROIs, or points, one from each image. Thus, a total of four different CT image dissimilarity representations are considered in the experiments, one based on each of the four image dissimilarity measures \( d_{sum}, d_{ms}, d_{la}, \) and \( d_h \).
6.4.3 Classifiers

All CT images are represented by a set of 50 ROIs, of size $41 \times 41 \times 41$ voxels, that each are described by three filter response histograms capturing the local image texture. The filters are: Laplacian of Gaussian (LG) at scale 0.6 mm, gradient magnitude (GM) at scale 4.8 mm, and Gaussian curvature (GC) at scale 4.8 mm. The ROI size as well as the filters are selected based on the results in [89]. The ROI dissimilarity measure used in all experiments is based on the L1-norm between filter response histograms:

$$\Delta(x_1, x_2) = L_1(h_{LG}(x_1), h_{LG}(x_2)) + L_1(h_{GM}(x_1), h_{GM}(x_2)) + L_1(h_{GC}(x_1), h_{GC}(x_2))$$

where $h_i(x)$ is the response histogram of filter $i$ computed in ROI $x$.

A SVM with a linear kernel and trade-off parameter $C = 1$ is applied in the obtained CT image dissimilarity spaces. $k$NN is applied in the following three ways: in the image dissimilarity spaces, using the image dissimilarities directly as distance, and using ROI dissimilarity directly for ROI classification followed by fusion. $k = 1$ is used as well as $k = \sqrt{n}$ where $n$ is the number of prototypes [46]. When classifying CT images, this is $k = \lceil \sqrt{295} \rceil = 17$, and when classifying ROIs, this is $k = \lceil \sqrt{(295 \times 50)} \rceil = 121$. The following combination rules are considered for fusing individual ROI classifications into image classifications: quantile-based fusion schemes with quantiles ranging from 0.01, i.e., the minimum rule, to 1.00, i.e., the maximum rule, and the mean rule [55]. We also compare to two common densitometric measures in pulmonary CT, namely, relative area of emphysema (RA) and percentile density (PD) using the common thresholds of $-950$ Hounsfield units (HU) and 15% respectively [108]. These measures are computed from the entire lung fields and are denote RA$_{950}$ and PD$_{15}$.

6.4.4 Results

Table 6.1 shows the estimated AUCs for all the classifiers. The best CT image-dissimilarity based classifier, SVM built in CT image dissimilarity space using $d_{la}$, achieves an AUC of 0.817. This is better than the best performing mean rule ROI fusion-based classifier, 121NN, which achieves an AUC of 0.751. The common densitometric measures, RA$_{950}$ and PD$_{15}$, perform worse than all the texture based classifiers. The quantile-based fusion schemes only performed better than the mean rule in one case, 121NN using maximum rule achieved an AUC of 0.757, and they are therefore not reported in Table 6.1. SVM in image dissimilarity space using $d_{la}$ or $d_{sum}$ is significantly better, with $p = 0.0028$ and $p = 0.0270$, respectively, than 121NN using the mean rule, while SVM using $d_{max}$ is not, with $p = 0.085$, according to DeLong, DeLong, and Clarke-Pearson’s test [17].

6.5 Discussion

Image dissimilarity measures that match each ROI of one image to an ROI of the other image, under some restrictions, are expected to work well for quantification
of abnormality within the proposed framework, mainly because more information is taken into account, but also due to increased robustness to noisy ROIs. This is in contrast to measures relying on the match between two ROIs only, such as the Hausdorff distance that is included in the experiments for the sake of completeness. Further, the main arguments for building a more global decision rule, such as SVM, in a dissimilarity space instead of applying kNN using the dissimilarity directly as distance are: better utilization of the training data and therefore reduced sensitivity to noisy prototypes [68]. This may explain why SVM with a linear kernel built in the dissimilarity space obtained using $d_{la}$ is the best performing of the CT image dissimilarity-based approaches. However, validation on an unseen data set would be needed to draw a final conclusion on this. The experiments showed that SVM with a linear kernel built in the CT image dissimilarity space obtained using $d_{la}$ performed significantly better than using kNN for ROI classification together with the mean rule for CT image classification ($p < 0.05$). This implies that performing the classification at image level, taking into account that an image is in fact a collection of ROIs that collectively constitute that image, is beneficial compared to classifying ROIs individually, while disregarding the fact that they do belong to a certain image.

The computational complexity of the proposed approach using either of the image dissimilarities (6.1), (6.2), or (6.4), in terms of the number of times $\Delta(\cdot, \cdot)$ is evaluated in order to classify a CT image, is the same compared to using the image dissimilarities directly as distance in kNN and to fusion of ROI classifications that are classified using kNN. All approaches require a total of $50 \times 50 \times 295$ evaluations of $\Delta(\cdot, \cdot)$ for classification of a CT image.

When an image is represented by a collection of ROIs while only a global label for the entire image is available, the problem of classifying the image can be formulated as a multiple instance learning (MIL) problem [21]. Fusion of independent ROI classifications in order to arrive at an overall image classification can be seen as a “simple” algorithm for solving such a problem. In this chapter, we propose to use the dissimilarity-based approach of Pekalska et al. [68] on image dissimilarities for solving MIL problems in medical imaging. The approach is similar in spirit to various kernel-
based MIL algorithms, such as [33]. The dissimilarity-based approach, however, puts less restrictions on the proximity measure used for comparing objects. Kernel-based approaches require the kernel to be positive definite, which excludes well-known proximity measures such as the Hausdorff distance [29] as well as the image dissimilarity measure proposed in this chapter. Within our framework such measures can be used without any problem.

In conclusion, dissimilarities computed directly between medial images, where the images are represented by a collection of ROIs, was proposed for image classification. This is an alternative to fusion of individual ROI classifications within the images. A SVM built in a dissimilarity space using an image dissimilarity measure based on a minimum sum perfect matching in a weighted bipartite graph, with ROIs as nodes and the textural dissimilarity between two ROIs as edge weight, achieved an AUC of 0.817 on a COPD quantification problem in volumetric pulmonary CT.
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Summary and General Discussion

This thesis describes several learning-based methods for quantitative analysis of emphysema and/or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) in computed tomography (CT) images of the lungs. These methods may also be applicable to other lung diseases and modalities.

7.1 Summary

In Chapter 2, a method for quantitative analysis of emphysema using textural information in CT images of the lungs is presented. Various sources of variability in CT, including difference in inspiration level, scanner drift, and noise artifacts, as well as the subtle and diffuse appearance of emphysema, makes this a challenging task. We propose to tackle this task using supervised learning with texture descriptors computed in manually annotated regions of interest (ROIs) containing examples of the patterns of interest, resulting in data-driven a rule for quantitative analysis that is able to cope with noise and varying patterns. The used texture descriptor is the joint histogram of intensity and rotation-invariant local binary patterns (LBPs). Two emphysema classes are defined according to existing emphysema subtype definitions together with a healthy tissue class. The two emphysema classes are: centrilobular emphysema (CLE), defined as multiple small low-attenuation areas; and paraseptal emphysema (PSE), defined as multiple low-attenuation areas in a single layer along the pleura often surrounded by interlobular septa that is visible as thin white walls. The method is trained on a set of 168 manually annotated ROIs and is subsequently applied to classify all lung parenchyma pixels in three CT slices from 39 different subjects. The pixel classification probabilities for the healthy class are used as a reciprocal measurement of the amount of emphysema present, and the probabilities are, for each subject, fused into an overall quantitative measure that correlates significantly better with a pulmonary function test (PFT) than does relative area of emphysema (RA).

LBP cannot be straightforwardly applied in three dimensions, although several approximations have been proposed [112], and since volumetric CT is becoming more
and more common, this is a potential limitation. However, the whole learning framework can be applied in volumetric CT by using another texture descriptor. **Chapter 3** presents a fully automatic, data-driven approach for training a supervised classifier for quantitative analysis of COPD. The classification scheme is similar to that of Chapter 2, however, with the difference that we use histograms of filter responses from a multi-scale, rotation invariant Gaussian filter bank as texture descriptor, and apply the learning framework to volumetric CT images. The main objective of the chapter is to illustrate that it is possible to use a learning-based approach for quantitative analysis without any human intervention, thereby obtaining an objective measure that is not limited to current knowledge and experience of experts. Instead of manually annotating ROIs in an image, ROIs are sampled at random from within an automatic segmentation of the lung fields and labeled according to PFTs, the current gold standard for COPD diagnosis [77], associated with the sampled CT image. The segmented lung fields contain both the lung parenchyma and the lumen as well as part of the wall of the airways, see Figure 7.1, and both main components of COPD [77, 83], namely, emphysema and chronic bronchitis, are therefore targeted. The method is evaluated on a set of 296 volumetric CT images and is shown to be significantly better at COPD diagnosis than RA and percentile density (PD). The resulting quantitative measure of COPD correlates significantly with a PFT whereas RA and PD does not. It is further shown that the proposed method is less sensitive to the inspiration level of a subject during CT scanning – a major source of variability in CT – compared to RA and PD.

![Image](a) Axial slice overlayed with a lung fields segmentation. (b) Zoom-in on the middle right part of the axial slice in (a).

**Figure 7.1:** Example of a lung fields segmentation used in this thesis. (a) Axial slice from a CT image overlayed with a lung fields segmentation (shown in transparent green). (b) Zoom-in on the axial slice overlayed with a lung fields segmentation in (a). Notice that both the airway lumen and part of the airway walls, as well as the fissure, are in the segmentation.

**Chapter 4** investigates dissimilarity representation-based classifiers for classification of healthy and emphysematous lung parenchyma. The classification schemes
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in Chapters 2 and 3 already use a dissimilarity-based classifier for ROI classification, a $k$ nearest neighbor ($k$NN) classifier with dissimilarities between ROIs directly as distances. However, $k$NN is a local decision rule that does not use the full training set in classification. This information can be incorporated in classification by representing the ROIs in a dissimilarity representation and by training a normal density-based classifier on the training data in this representation. ROIs are classified in this representation with the trained classifier, resulting in a more global decision rule that uses the full training set in classification. Two dissimilarity representation approaches are considered, dissimilarity space and embedding using classical scaling where negative eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors are disregarded [70]. In the dissimilarity space approach, the dissimilarity measure is interpreted as a mapping to a feature space where each dimension corresponds to the dissimilarity to a certain prototype object. This approach can be straightforwardly applied since ROI dissimilarities are used directly. If a good ROI dissimilarity measure is derived, which is equivalent to defining good features in a traditional feature space approach, a space defined by characteristic objects of each class is expected to separate the data well. In the second approach, the data is embedded in a feature space by finding a, possibly lower dimensional, configuration of the data for which distances approximate the original dissimilarities between objects. Both a linear and a quadratic discriminant classifier is applied using each representation. The method is evaluated for ROI classification using a fairly simple texture descriptor, namely, the intensity histogram, on the same data set with 168 ROIs as is used in Chapter 2. It is shown that the classification accuracy of the best performing dissimilarity representation-based classifier is significantly better compared to $k$NN using ROI dissimilarities directly as distance.

In Chapter 3, PFTs were used to label CT images. These labels were subsequently propagated to the ROIs from each image in order to apply supervised learning on the ROIs. A CT image was classified by combining ROI classification outcomes in that image. This approach can be seen as a simple and implicit way of solving the so-called multiple instance learning (MIL) problem. That is, a problem where an object, the CT image, is represented by a set of sub-objects, the ROIs, with only a global label available, the PFTs. The aforementioned approach disregards set membership in sub-object classification. MIL is a well studied problem in pattern recognition and machine learning where several algorithms taking explicitly into account that sub-objects comes from a certain set have been proposed [113]. These algorithms can roughly be divided into algorithms that either operate on sub-object level or on set level. Chapter 5 describes a novel MIL algorithm that operates on set level. The general idea is to use the dissimilarity space approach, also used in Chapter 4 for ROI classification, on the sets of sub-objects by defining a suitable dissimilarity measure between two sets that takes the sub-objects into account. The method is evaluated on five publicly available MIL benchmark data sets. The performance of the proposed MIL algorithm, in terms of classification accuracy, is competitive with previously published results in the literature. We also investigate the benefit of taking relations between the sub-objects into account by using a novel set dissimilarity measures based on the earth movers distance between distributions of within and between set sub-
object distances. This improves performance on some of the benchmark data sets, and this approach may in general be beneficial when certain patterns co-exist in some sets in the data.

The MIL algorithm presented in Chapter 5 operates on set level, and this may also be applied for classification of CT images of the lungs where the images are represented by ROIs and only a global CT image label is available. In this way, it is explicitly taken into account that an ROI comes from a certain CT image which may contain both healthy and diseased regions. The essential component of the MIL algorithm presented in Chapter 5 is the measure used for computing dissimilarity between sets. In Chapter 6, we propose to classify CT images directly using a suitable dissimilarity measure computed between CT images where the CT images are represented by a set of ROIs. In this way, the classification is performed directly at CT image level, instead of combination of ROI classification results for classification of CT images as done in Chapters 2 and 3. Several CT image dissimilarity measures for quantitative analysis of COPD are investigated, including a novel linear assignment-based CT image dissimilarity measure. The basic idea is, that we, in a global sense, want to match two images in the best way possible according to the textural patterns in the ROIs. This can be achieved by formulating the problem as a linear assignment problem, a well known problem in the areas of combinatorial optimization and operations research that can be solved in polynomial time in the number of ROIs using special purpose algorithms such as the Hungarian algorithm [50]. The ROIs of two CT images being compared are viewed as nodes in a weighted bipartite graph where the edge weights are the textural dissimilarities between the connected ROIs. The perfect matching with minimum weight in this graph, defined as the summed edge weights over a set of edges that connects each node of the graph with exactly one edge, is the proposed dissimilarity that expresses the optimal matching of the two images. We evaluate the CT image dissimilarity measures, both by using the dissimilarity directly as distance in a \(k\)NN classifier and by using the MIL algorithm of Chapter 5 on the same data set with 296 volumetric CT images as is used in Chapter 3. A support vector machine (SVM) built on the data in the obtained CT image dissimilarity space is significantly better at COPD diagnosis, both compared to combining individual ROI classifications into an overall image classification, as is done in Chapter 3, and compared to RA and PD.

### 7.2 Computerized quantitative measures

A learning-based approach using texture features is a good choice for quantitative analysis of COPD in CT, when sufficient labeled training data is available to train a classifier. The labeled training data can either be obtained by manual annotation, which is the common approach, or by using meta-data, such as PFTs. The investigated learning-based approaches outperform the common computerized quantitative measures in the clinical literature, RA and PD, as demonstrated in Chapters 2, 3, and 6. We expect the same to hold for other computerized measures in the clinical literature that rely only on a parameter derived from the histogram of voxel intensities,
Examples of other measures than the ones compared to in this thesis are: mean lung density [38, 83], total lung volume [38], lung weight [38], the mode of the histogram [83]. Common characteristics for all these measures are: 1) they rely solely on intensity, or density, information; 2) they use individual voxel information; 3) only voxel resolution is considered; and 4) they summarize the global voxel intensity histogram by a single parameter. By using texture descriptors, such as histograms of Gaussian derivative-based filter responses, to characterize an ROI, or a voxel based on the surrounding ROI, much more of the available information is taken into account. In particular: 1 and 2) local structure is taken into account, which also implies that relations among voxels are considered; 3) multi-scale approaches consider the information at scales larger than voxel resolution; and 4) the lung is summarized by several local texture measurements, one for each ROI considered, that in turn is local information summarized by full histograms. The advantages of using more information from the CT images, in the form of texture, is first of all better discriminative ability leading to a better quantitative measure. But also less sensitivity to the inspiration level of the subject during the CT scanning as demonstrated in Chapters 2 and 3. However, all this comes at a price. A learning-based method is needed in order to turn the computed texture features into a quantitative measure for COPD, e.g., supervised learning, as is done in Chapters 2 and 3, or MIL, as is done in Chapter 6. First of all, there is the aforementioned need of labeled training data. However, one also ends up with a much more complicated decision rule that is not easily interpretable, e.g., compared to simple rules such as RA where the number of voxels with attenuation close to that of air relative to the total amount of voxels in the lung is computed [83]. Questions such as “what do we actually measure in the image?” are therefore not straightforward to answer for a learning-based approach using texture features. The learned decision rule may also deteriorate in performance when applied on new data with different characteristics than the training data. This situation may, e.g., arise when a learning-based approach is trained on a data set from one scanner and applied to a data set from the same scanner but with different scan parameters, such as radiation dose and reconstruction kernel, or from a different scanner.

Overall, two conceptually different learning-based approaches are presented for texture-based quantitative analysis of COPD in CT images in this thesis. The first approach, described in Chapters 2 and 3, classifies ROIs within an image and the classification results are combined into an overall image classification by posterior fusion. The second approach, described in Chapter 6, classifies the images directly using an image dissimilarity measure that is based on the ROIs within the images. Both the first approach, when applied as in Chapter 3, where global CT image labels are propagated to the associated ROIs, and the second approach can be seen as MIL algorithms. For which situations one approach is preferable to the other remains an open question that should be further investigated. Although, the results of Chapter 6 indicate that classifying CT images directly provides a more reliable indicator of pulmonary function. It should be noted, however, that the DLCST population, where the CT images are from, is “relatively healthy”. The subjects had to be able to climb 2 flights of stairs (36 steps) without pausing and have a corrected forced expiratory
volume in 1 second (FEV$_1$%pred) of at least 30\% in order to be allowed entry into the study [67], and since we use baseline CT images from DLCST in Chapter 6, this indication only holds for subjects that are not too diseased. The first approach is preferable when the location of abnormalities within a CT image is needed, e.g., in the form of a probability map of disease. It is not directly possible to extract this information from the second approach.

The computational complexity, in terms of the number ROI dissimilarity computations needed in order to classify a test CT image, is the same for the two approaches. Assuming that the same ROI dissimilarity measure is used in the two approaches, that each CT image is represented by $m$ ROIs, and that there are $n$ CT images in the training set. In the first approach, an ROI is classified by computing the dissimilarity to all prototype ROIs in the $k$NN classifier, requiring $mn$ computations, and this is done for all ROIs in the test image resulting in a total of $m^2n$ ROI dissimilarity computations. In the second approach, the dissimilarity between the test CT image and a training CT image requires $m^2$ ROI dissimilarity computations. The dissimilarity needs to be computed between the test image and all training images in order to represent the test image in the CT image dissimilarity space, resulting in a total of $m^2n$ ROI dissimilarity computations.

7.3 Applications

The proposed learning-based approaches in this thesis are directly applicable in situations where a large data set is available and an objective quantitative measure for specifically that data is needed, as long as labeled training data can be obtained. This could be in pharmaceutical studies or in clinical research, for example. The approaches can be trained on a sub-set of the data and applied to the remaining data, e.g., in a cross-validation procedure. However, the learned decision rule is tied to data with the same or similar characteristics. Alternatively, techniques for dealing with different data such as transfer learning techniques [64] could be considered in cases where the learned decision rule is applied to new data with substantially different characteristics, but this is outside the scope of this thesis. Application in clinical practice is less straightforward due to large variety in data, mainly caused by different scanning protocols. Implementation in a work station aimed at clinical use would at least require a reliable segmentation of the lung fields and an agreed upon set of base filters. Based on the results of the conducted experiments in Chapter 2 and 3 where sequential forward feature selection (SFS) is used to select a small sub-set of filters from a large pool of possible filters, it could be the following base filters: gradient magnitude, Laplacian of the Gaussian, and preferably also the Gaussian function itself. The specific scale at which the different base filters are applied can be tuned according to the scanner settings, either automatically, e.g., using SFS, or by setting them according to scan parameters such as the used reconstruction kernel and radiation dose. Small scale features may not work well in low dose CT due to noise, for example. The lung fields segmentation can be obtained using algorithms already implemented in commercial work stations or alternatively using the automatic
7.4 Improvements

The texture descriptors used in this thesis are all rotation invariant. The main motivation behind this choice is that we are dealing with a complex task of classifying diffuse and heterogeneous pathology, and taking out rotation limits the number of possible patterns making the learning task easier. This is of course provided that rotation-invariance does not discard important discriminative information. Looking at the achieved performance of the methods, see Chapters 1 and 2, for example, rotation-invariant descriptors does work well in this setting. It may still be the case, however, that discriminative information is lost. For example, CLE is predominantly in the upper lobes and the formation of this pattern as well as the shape of emerging bullae may to some extent be aligned with the orientation of the nearby airway tree. Capturing this information with a rotation variant texture descriptor may therefore improve the discriminative capability of the complete system. Further, spatial information is not considered in this work, but pathology, such as CLE in the upper lobes, may be detectable as structure with different orientation than the general orientation of the parenchyma in a particular region. Combining rotation variant texture descriptors with spatial location according to an anatomical coordinate system may therefore improve the discriminative capability. The anatomical coordinate system could, e.g., be according to the overall orientation of the lungs or according to the local orientation of the airway tree. We suspect that rotation variant texture descriptors, possibly in conjunction with spatial location, may be useful. However, this would probably require more training data, due to the larger possible variations in patterns and increase of dimensionality, in order to reach the same performance as when using rotation invariant texture descriptors.

Both main components of COPD, i.e., emphysema and chronic bronchitis, are implicitly targeted in the quantitative measures for COPD proposed in Chapters 3 and 6. This is because the segmentation of the lung fields, used to indicate which voxels to use when computing texture descriptors, includes both the lung parenchyma, the small airways, and part of the lumen as well as part of the wall of the larger airways, see Figure 7.1. However, emphysema is still expected to contribute most to the COPD measure. A recent study shows that chronic bronchitis and emphysema make independent contributions to the airflow limitation in COPD [66], and it would therefore be interesting to combine the proposed measures with more explicit measures of airway disease. For example, with measures that are based on a segmentation of the airway tree. This could be common measures such as the internal area of the wall area [8], or more recent measures such as the airway wall thickness at a lumen perimeter of 10 mm (Pi10) [66] or the normalized wall intensity sum [71]. In general, one could also imagine combining the proposed learning-based measures with other markers for COPD, apart from measures from airway tree segmentations, for an improved marker. For example, meta-data not used to train the learning-based measures. This could be done by adding the meta-data as extra features, improved
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performance has previously been demonstrated by adding age as feature [18], or by classifier combination of the proposed measure with the output of a separate classifier that uses the meta-data as features, for example.

Chapter 4 demonstrated that it is possible to increase ROI classification performance using a dissimilarity representation approach as compared to using ROI dissimilarities directly as distance in a $k$NN classifier, possibly due to better utilization of the training data. We therefore suspect that using this approach for ROI classification in Chapters 2 and 3, instead of a $k$NN classifier, will also increase the CT image classification performance obtained by fusion of ROI posteriors and provide a better quantitative measure.

7.5 Future prospects

MIL problems often arise naturally in medical image classification. For example, when human experts label complete images by judging the images as a whole, yet the images comprise several sub-regions that are all taken into account in this judgement. Classification of images containing at least one lung nodule versus images containing no nodules is one example of a problem that can be formulated and solved as a MIL problem. There are, nevertheless, relatively few published medical image analysis studies using MIL [9, 28, 32, 49, 90, 110]. It would therefore be interesting to further explore the possible benefit of using MIL in medical imaging, including quantitative analysis of COPD in CT, which to our knowledge has only been done in [89, 90], the publications that Chapters 3 and 6 are based on, respectively. The MIL algorithm that is described in Chapter 5 and applied to the lung data in Chapter 6 is novel. The method is less restrictive on the proximity measure used between sets, as compared to the kernel-based MIL methods in the literature, and it is therefore possible to use a broader range of dissimilarity measures. The method may therefore prove advantageous over existing MIL methods in some cases, and the proposed algorithm should be further evaluated on other available benchmark MIL data sets, with different properties, e.g., different instance distributions, in order to investigate this. Further, development of new set dissimilarity measures, e.g., measures that take relations between instances within a set into account, as the one proposed in Chapter 5, may improve the performance of MIL solutions for problems where the instance distribution has a certain structure, e.g., a different instance distribution in bags of different classes.

To this date, there exist no publicly available CT image data sets with labeled examples of emphysema and/or COPD, or other lung diseases, that can be used for evaluation and comparison of different methods for computerized quantitative analysis of lung disease. Published studies rely on their own private data sets. Also, no extensive surveys exist that compare different published methods on the same, preferably large, data set. It is therefore not possible to make a final conclusion on which texture features and which classifier to use. Based on the results of this thesis, and on the results of Chapter 2 in particular, we recommend using histograms of filter responses from a multi-scale, rotation invariant Gaussian filter bank (GFB)
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or histograms of LBP s jointly with intensity, over moments of GFB or measures on run-length matrices and co-occurrence matrices, which are often used in the literature [12, 65, 75, 102, 103, 111]. However, it still remains an open question which features and which classifier is most suitable for quantitative analysis of emphysema and/or COPD in CT. A more elaborate comparison of different methods, or even better, establishment of publicly available data sets with labeled data that can serve as a reference standard could aid in answering these questions and advance the field. This could, e.g., be via public challenges similar to recent challenges in other fields of medical image analysis carried out at the International Conference on Medical Image Computing and Computer Assisted Intervention (MICCAI). Examples of recent challenges are: the Extraction of Airways from CT challenge (EXACT09) and the Volume Change Analysis of Nodules challenge (VOLCANO09), that both were part of The Second International Workshop on Pulmonary Image Analysis during MICCAI in 2009.

The study using supervised learning presented in Chapter 3, which was applied to 296 volumetric CT images from 296 different subjects, as well as the application of the developed MIL algorithm on the same data, presented in Chapter 6, are to our knowledge the largest learning-based studies using texture features in CT for classification of lung abnormality. Previous studies in CT are applied to 34 – 116 subjects, either represented by volumetric CT images or by one or more CT slices each [12, 44, 87, 100, 102, 111]. The mentioned studies use manually annotated data for training a supervised classifier. The proposed methods in Chapters 3 and 6 use PFTs for acquiring labels and can therefore be trained on large data sets without much effort, as long as there is also PFT data available. Alternatively, other metadata could be used, e.g., other markers or risk factors for COPD such as biomarkers measured in blood samples [84] or smoking history. These could be used in isolation to define new classification problems, or in conjunction with PFTs in order to arrive at a more confident labeling of the CT images. Using other meta-data than PFTs has not been explored in this thesis. The volumetric CT image data set used in Chapters 3 and 6 is a sub-set of the Danish Lung Cancer Screening Trial (DLCST) database [67]. DLCST is a longitudinal screening trial comprising more than 9500 volumetric CT images with associated PFTs from former or current smokers that have been scanned for five consecutive years. In the future, we plan to apply the developed methodology to the entire database. This has very exciting aspects. First of all, the data size of the proposed future application is more than an order of magnitude larger than any previously published learning-based studies using texture features in CT for classification of lung abnormality. Application to the full DLCST database will result in a much better estimate of the performance, the reproducibility, etc., of the learning-based methods of Chapters 3 and 6, which facilitates better comparison, both between the two approaches and related to existing densitometric measures such as RA and PD. Secondly, training on such a large data set is expected to result in better parameter estimates in the methods that better captures the true underlying distribution of the classes in the data set, and as a consequence a better

1http://www.lungworkshop.org/2009/
objective quantitative measure of COPD. It may even be possible to reliably learn parameters of more complex approaches than the ones proposed in the thesis. Thirdly, the interpretation and evaluation of the results of applying the proposed approaches to the full DLCST database may lead to an increased understanding of the disease mechanisms of COPD, e.g., a more precise picture of how the disease is spatially distributed within the lungs and how it evolves as a function of time. Knowledge about the distribution of pathology is, e.g., relevant for patients considered for lung-volume-reduction surgery, and it has been shown that the anatomical distribution of emphysema has a major impact on the outcome of such a procedure [30]. The decreased sensitivity to inspiration level of the proposed measures, compared to RA and PD, also facilitates more reliable identification of risk factors for COPD.
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